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PROVIDING A SECURE COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[003] The invention relates to securing and maintaining integrity of components and/or information by limiting exploitable or potentially exploitable sub-components in software components, replacing software components with corresponding known-good software components without regard to whether the software components have been compromised or potentially compromised, combining different information to be transmitted into different slices of a data packet and encrypting the slices using different cryptographic schemes, processing a data packet having data slices associated with different information that are encrypted using different cryptographic schemes, securing information using data packets having headers that start at different positions within a data packet with respect to other data packets, processing data packets having headers that start at different positions within a data packet with respect to other data packets, or utilizing other approaches.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[004] As the world becomes more technologically advanced and dependent on computer systems, cyber attacks are increasing in sophistication and intensity. These attacks include the use of exploits to steal proprietary information, spread malware, disrupt services, or cause other problems. Traditional defense solutions, such as firewalls, anti-malware detection systems, etc., focus on identifying and mitigating these threats. However, traditional defense solutions ignore many of the underlying issues that allow exploits or other threats to exist. For example, components are generally exposed in the runtime environment for long periods of times, and provide administrative access and privileges that may not be necessary for operations. In addition, networks are typically exposed via the connections required to maintain components in the runtime environment. Furthermore, in many instances, discovering compromised components can be difficult and when/if finally discovered, extensive damage or negative effects may have already been inflicted.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[005] The disclosure addressing these and other drawbacks relates to methods, apparatuses, and/or systems for securing and maintaining integrity of component and/or information. For example, a system may facilitate security and integrity of components and/or information by limiting exploitable or potentially exploitable sub-components in software components, replacing software components with corresponding known-good software components without regard to whether the software components have been compromised or potentially compromised, combining different information to be transmitted into different slices of a data packet, encrypting the slices using different cryptographic schemes, processing a data packet having data slices associated with different information that are encrypted using different cryptographic schemes, securing information using data packets having headers that start at different positions within a data packet with respect to other data packets, and/or processing data packets having headers that start at different positions within a data packet with respect to other data packets.

[006] As discussed, software components typically provide administrative access or privileges that may not be necessary for operations. Such access or privileges may, for example, be exploited by malware or other threats to compromise the software components providing the administrative access/privilege or other software components. While traditional defense solutions generally focus on discovering software components that have become compromised and mitigating the negative effects relating to the compromised software components, the system may provide additional or alternative protective measures to facilitate the security and integrity of components that may be exposed to a networked or otherwise accessible environment and/or facilitate the security of information transmitted over a network from or to system components. The additional or alternative protective measures may be used individually or in combination with other protective measures.

[007] As an example, the system may eliminate or otherwise reduce compromised software components and related negative effects by removing or otherwise disabling exploitable or potentially exploitable sub-components in the software components after the software
components are generated and before the software components are placed in an environment in which the software component may be compromised.

[008] As another example, the system may replace software components available for use in a runtime environment with corresponding known-good software components without such discovery being a pre-requisite for replacement. The replacement may, for example, be performed periodically and/or on-demand without regard to whether the software components available for use in the runtime environment have been compromised or potentially compromised. In other words, the system may replace a given software component without necessarily having determined that the given software component has been compromised or potentially compromised. As a result, in some instances the system may replace software components that have been compromised with corresponding known-good software components.

[009] Once software components are executing in a runtime environment, it may be an onerous (if not impossible) task to identify all of the software components that have been compromised or potentially compromised while the software components are executing in the runtime environment. As such, among other benefits, replacement of software components executing or otherwise available for use in the runtime environment frequently and/or regularly without regard to whether the software components have been compromised or potentially compromised may eliminate or otherwise reduce the need to identify software components as compromised or potentially compromised while the software components are executing in the runtime environment.

[010] As another example, the system may provide interleaving and obfuscating information that is transmitted over a network. By way of example, data packets may be generated such that each data packet may include portions of information that are associated with different component. Each portion of information may be represented in a data packet as encrypted data slices such that each data slice in the data packet may represent at least a portion of information associated with a component that is different than another component to which another data-slice-represented portion of information is associated. Additionally, or alternatively, each data slice in the data packet may be encrypted with a cryptographic scheme that is different than
another cryptographic scheme used to encrypt another data slice in the data packet. Different cryptographic schemes may, for example, include use of different encryption types and/or different encryption keys.

[011] As another example, data packets may be generated such that the position of headers in data packets may continue to change from one data packet to another data packet. In one use case, a subsequent data packet may have its header at a position within the data packet that is different than a position within a prior data packet. The position of the header of the subsequent data packet may, for example, be specified by the header of the prior data packet. In this way, information may be secured by combining portions of different information, encrypting data slices using different cryptographic schemes, and/or using data packets having headers that start at different positions within a data packet with respect to other data packets.

[012] Various other aspects, features, and advantages of the invention will be apparent through the detailed description of the invention and the drawings attached hereto. It is also to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the following detailed description are exemplary and not restrictive of the scope of the invention. As used in the specification and in the claims, the singular form of "a", "an", and "the" include plural referents unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. In addition, as used in the specification and the claims, the term "or" means "and/or" unless the context clearly dictates otherwise.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[013] The invention is illustrated by way of example, and not by way of limitation, in the figures of the accompanying drawing and in which like reference numerals refer to similar elements.

[014] FIG. 1 is an exemplary illustration of a system for facilitating security and integrity of components and information, according to an aspect of the invention.

[015] FIG. 2 is an exemplary illustration of environments in which subsystems, repositories, or other components can exist and a flowchart of operations relating to the environments, according to an aspect of the invention.
FIG. 3 is an exemplary illustration of a component creation subsystem, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 4A is an exemplary illustration of a sending computer, according to aspects of the invention.

FIG. 4B is an exemplary illustration of a receiving computer, according to aspects of the invention.

FIG. 5 is an exemplary illustration of information transmission between two computer systems, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 6 is an exemplary illustration of a data packet header, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 7 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for replacing software components executing in a runtime environment with corresponding known-good software components, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 8 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for limiting exploitable or potentially exploitable sub-components in software components, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 9 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for combining different information to be transmitted into different slices of a data packet and encrypting the slices using different cryptographic schemes for secure transmission of the information, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 10 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for processing a data packet having data slices associated with different information that are encrypted using different cryptographic schemes, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 11 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for facilitating security and integrity of components and information by limiting sub-components of components, replacing components with corresponding known-good software components, and securing and obscuring information transmitted to or from the components over a network, according to an aspect of the invention.
FIG. 12 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for facilitating security and integrity of components and information by limiting sub-components of components and replacing components with corresponding known-good software components, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 13 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for facilitating security and integrity of components and information by replacing components with corresponding known-good software components and securing and obscuring information transmitted to or from the components over a network, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 14 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for facilitating security and integrity of components and information by limiting sub-components of components and securing and obscuring information transmitted to or from the components over a network, according to an aspect of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

In the following description, for the purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the implementations of the invention. It will be appreciated, however, by one skilled in the art that the implementations of the invention may be practiced without these specific details or with an equivalent arrangement. In other instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the implementations of the invention.

FIG. 1 is an exemplary illustration of a system 100 for facilitating the security and integrity of components and information, according to an aspect of the invention. System 100 may include one or more computers and sub-systems that provide different protective measures to facilitate the security and integrity of components that may be exposed to a networked or otherwise accessible environment and/or facilitate the security of information transmitted over a network from or to system components. The different protective measures may be used individually or in combination with other protective measures. The protective measures may include, for example, disabling certain interfaces or other sub-components of software
components, replacing software components with corresponding known-good software components irrespective of whether the software components have been compromised, interleaving and obfuscating information that is transmitted over a network, and/or other protective measures.

In some implementations, system 100 may disable interfaces or other sub-components of a given component that may be vulnerable to being compromised. For example, system 100 may include a component creation subsystem 118 that creates components that when instantiated operate at a runtime environment and are accessible over a network. A given component may include a sub-component such as, for example, a component interface that conventionally is used by system administrators to perform maintenance or administrative operations on the given component but is oftentimes exploited by attackers and others to compromise the given component. In some implementations, component creation subsystem 118 may be programmed to disable the sub-component so that the sub-component is no longer accessible and therefore can no longer be exploited by the attackers or others. As such, components created by component creation subsystem 118 when instantiated may have certain sub-components that are disabled and therefore are no longer vulnerable to attack. The disabling of the exploitable or potentially exploitable sub-components may, for example, prevent configurations (e.g., pre-configurations that establish a unique relationship with another component or other configurations) from being modified in a way that may negatively affect the security or integrity of the software component and information that the software component transmits, receives, or stores.

Component creation subsystem 118 may be programmed to disable the sub-component by removing, from the component, program code or instructions that provide the maintenance or administrative functions, configuring the component such that the sub-component is no longer accessible, and/or otherwise rendering the sub-component inaccessible (including inaccessible by the system administrators and others). As such, the system may protect components at the component level in order to enhance security of the system by removing certain sub-components that can be exploited.
In some implementations, component creation subsystem 118 may store the created components, whether or not one or more of its sub-components have been disabled, into component repository 114. In these implementations, system 100 may include a component manager subsystem 112 that is programmed to obtain from component repository 114 a given component and make accessible in the runtime environment the given component.

In some implementations, system 100 may replace components operating at the runtime environment with corresponding known-good components. For example, component manager subsystem 112 may be programmed to replace components operating at the runtime environment with corresponding known-good components irrespective of whether the components have been compromised. The corresponding known-good components may be created by component creation subsystem 118. In some implementations, one or more sub-components of the corresponding known-good components have been disabled as described herein. In these implementations, the system may provide protective measures that combine limited interfaces of components and components being replaced with corresponding known-good components. In other implementations, none of the one or more sub-components of the corresponding known-good components have been disabled.

In some implementations, system 100 may perform analysis on components that have been replaced. In these implementations, system 100 may include a component analysis subsystem 116 that is programmed to perform the post-replacement analysis. The system may use such post-replacement analysis to determine whether, to what extent, and/or how a replaced component was compromised. Because the analysis occurs post-replacement, the results of the analysis are not used to determine whether the component being analyzed should be replaced.

In some implementations, system 100 may securely transmit information over a network to and/or from system components. Such information can include, for example, documents, messages, text, images, data and/or other types of information that can be transmitted over a network. For example, one or more sending components 108 (illustrated in FIG. 1 as sending component 108a, 108b, 108c) may wish to individually transmit associated information to a corresponding receiving component 110 (illustrated in FIG. 1 as receiving component 110a,
A given sending component 108 or a given receiving component 110 may each include an application, a computing device, and/or other component that can generate or receive information provided over a network.

[037] In some implementations, system 100 may include a sending computer 104 that is programmed to combine different information to be transmitted into different slices of a data packet and encrypt the slices using different cryptographic schemes for secure transmission of the information. By way of example, sending computer 104 may generate data packets where each data packet includes a portion of information associated with sending component 108a, a portion of information associated with sending component 108b, and a portion of information associated with sending component 108c. Other numbers of sending components 108 and associated information may be used as well. Each portion of information may be represented in a data packet as encrypted data slices where each data slice in the data packet represents a portion of information associated with a sending component 108 that is different than another sending component 108 to which another data-slice-represented portion of information is associated, and/or where each data slice in the data packet may be encrypted with a cryptographic scheme that is different than another cryptographic scheme used to encrypt another data slice in the data packet. Different cryptographic schemes may, for example, include use of different encryption types and/or different encryption keys. Examples of encryption types may include one-time pad (OTP), Data Encryption Standard (DES), Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), and/or other encryption types. As used herein, a data packet may refer to a unit of communication. A data packet may, for example, refer to a datagram, a segment, a block, a cell, frame, or other unit of communication transmitted over a network.

[038] In some implementations, receiving computer 106 may be programmed to process a data packet having data slices associated with different information that are encrypted using different cryptographic schemes. By way of example, sending computer 104 and receiving computer 106 may be pre-programmed to communicate with each other via data packets where each data packet include data slices that are associated with different information and that are encrypted using different cryptographic schemes. In some scenarios, the pre-configuration of sending
computer 104 and receiving computer 106 may establish a unique relationship between the two computers 104 and 106. The relationship between the two computers may, for example, define: (i) policies available to the two computers; (ii) a collection of pads (e.g., OTP) or other cryptographic schemes that are to be used to encrypt headers, data slices, or other data packet elements; (iii) status of the relationship (e.g., where the header in the next data packet should be located, which pad should be currently be used, or other status information); or (iv) other characteristics of the relationship. While sending computer 104 may have other relationships with other computers, the other computers may not process data packets that are directed from sending computer 104 to receiving computer 106 as a result of the other relationships defining different policies, cryptographic schemes, relationship statuses, or other relationship characteristics. On the other hand, receiving computer 106 may process the data packets from sending computer 104 to obtain portions of information that are associated with different sending components 108 and combine the obtained portions to form the information that is thereafter provided to the appropriate receiving components 110.

It should be noted that a given sending component 108, a given receiving component 110, sending computer 104, and receiving computer 106 may or may not each include a component that has one or more disabled interfaces and/or is replaced by the system without respect to whether the component has been compromised as described herein. As such, the system may secure and/or obfuscate information to be transmitted over a network as described herein either alone or in combination with one or more other protective measures also described herein.

In some implementations, component manager subsystem 112 may be programmed to replace software components associated with sending computer 104 and/or software components associated with receiving computer 106 with corresponding known-good software components without regard to whether the software components have been compromised or potentially compromised. By way of example, upon passage of a replacement time interval, component manager subsystem 112 may replace a component (e.g., an information transmitting subsystem) in sending computer 104 that performs combining of different information to be transmitted into different slices of a data packet and encryption of the slices using different cryptographic
schemes. Upon the passage of the replacement time interval, component manager subsystem 112 may also replace a component (e.g., an information receiving subsystem) in receiving computer 106 that performs processing of a data packet having data slices associated with different information that are encrypted using different cryptographic schemes.

[041] The replacement components of the component in sending computer 104 and the component in receiving component, respectively, may be pre-programmed to communicate with one another via data packets where each data packet include data slices that are associated with different information and that are encrypted using different cryptographic schemes. The pre-configuration of the replacement components may, for example, establish the same relationship as the relationship between the replaced components, or a unique relationship that is different than the relationship between the replacement components. The replacement components and/or other known-good software components may be obtained from component repository 114 that is separate from a runtime environment in which the sending computer 104, the receiving computer 106, their respective components, or other components are executing. In some scenarios, regular replacement of the components with known-good software components having pre-configured relationships may be performed, causing the policies, the cryptographic schemes, and relationship statuses to change on a regular basis, and, thereby, providing further security and integrity of components and information.

[042] In some implementations, component manager subsystem 112 may be programmed to move the replaced components to an analysis environment separate from the runtime environment in which the replaced components were previously executing. After the replaced components are moved to the analysis environment, component analysis subsystem 116 may be programmed to analyze the replaced components to determine whether and/or how the replaced components have been compromised. In this way, among other benefits, new versions of software components that are more resistant to compromise may be developed to replace less-resistant corresponding software components.

[043] As shown by FIG. 1, system 100 may further comprise client computer 120 (or multiple client computers 120). Client computer 120 may comprise any type of mobile terminal, fixed
terminal, or other device. By way of example, client computer 120 may comprise a desktop computer, a notebook computer, a netbook computer, a tablet computer, a smartphone, a navigation device, an electronic book device, a gaming device, or other client computer. Users may, for instance, utilize one or more client computers 120 to interact with sending computer 104, receiving computer 106, sending components 108, receiving components 110, or other components of system 100. By way of another example, client computer 120 may comprise sending computer 104, receiving computer 106, or other components of system 100.

[044] Having described the various system components and their overall functions, attention will now be turned to a more detailed description of each protective measure. As described herein, the system may use such protective measures individually alone or in combination with one or more other protective measures.

[045] Replacing Components with Corresponding Known-Good Components

[046] FIG. 2 is an exemplary illustration of environments 102 in which subsystems, repositories, or other components can exist and a flowchart of operations relating to environments 102, according to an aspect of the invention. As shown, environments 102 may include component manager subsystem 112, component repository 114, component analysis subsystem 116, component creation subsystem 118, or other subsystems, repositories, or components. While FIG. 2 depicts separate environments 102, it should be noted that one or more of component manager subsystem 112, component repository 114, component analysis subsystem 116, and component creation subsystem 118 may exist in the same environment or in separate environments. As described herein, it may be advantageous that subsystems or components in one environment may have limited or no access to another environment (e.g., read access restriction, write access restriction, execute access restriction, delete access restriction, and/or other access restriction).

[047] In some implementations, security and/or integrity may be facilitated by replacing software components executing in a runtime environment with corresponding known-good software components. The replacement of the software components may be performed without regard to whether the software components executing in the runtime environment have been
compromised or potentially compromised. By way of example, operations relating to the
replacement of the software components (e.g., components 202a, 202b, or other components)
may comprise one or more of operations 204, 206, 208, 210, 212, 214, or other operations, which
are described in further detail below.

[048] In one implementation, component manager subsystem 112 may be programmed to
replace the software components with known-good software components. For example,
component manager subsystem 112 may determine at least a first event indicating that at least a
first software component executing in a runtime environment 102a should be replaced.
Component manager subsystem 112 may replace the first software component with a second
software component corresponding to the first software component based on the first event. The
first software component may be replaced with the second software component such that the
second software component is available for use in runtime environment 102a after the first event
and the first software component is no longer available for use in runtime environment 102a after
the first event. The second software component may be obtained by component manager
subsystem 112 from component repository 114 that is separate from runtime environment 102a
(e.g., component repository 114 may exist in environment 102c that is separate from runtime
environment 102a).

[049] As an example, the first software component and the second software component may
correspond to one another by virtue of both software components being instances of the same
software component, the second software component being an updated version of the first
software component, or the second software component otherwise being a replacement
component for the first software component. Prior to being placed and executed in runtime
environment 102a, the first software component may also have been stored as a known-good
software component in component repository 114.

[050] In some implementations, with respect to FIG. 2, the first software component may be
component 202a and the second software component may be component 202b. Components
202a and 202b may be corresponding instances of the same software component that are created
in component creation environment 102d by component creation subsystem 118. At operations
204 and 206, the corresponding components 202a and 202b may be added to component repository 114 as replacement components. At an operation 208, component 202a may be obtained by component manager subsystem 112 to replace another corresponding component that is executing in runtime environment 102a, after which the component 202a executes in runtime environment 102 in lieu of the other corresponding component. At an operation 210, component 202b may be obtained by component manager subsystem 112 and placed in runtime environment 102a as a replacement component for component 202a that is executing in runtime environment 102a.

[051] The first event (on which the replacement of the first software component is based) may indicate that the first software component should be replaced without respect to whether the first software component has been compromised or potentially compromised. In some implementations, the first event may include a passage of one or more replacement time intervals, a number of uses of the first software component reaching or exceeding a use threshold, availability of an updated version of the first software component, and/or other event.

[052] In some implementations, the first software component may be replaced after the passage of the one or more replacement time intervals, and the second software component may be replaced after a second passage of the one or more replacement time intervals. As an example, software components executing in runtime environment 102a may be replaced with known-good software components on a periodic basis (e.g., every day, every hour, every minute, every second, etc.). In another use case, the first software component may be replaced after the number of uses of the first software component reaches or exceeds the use threshold. In this way, among other benefits, integrity of software components executing in runtime environment 102a may be maintained by regularly replacing the software components with corresponding known-good software components. As such, even if software components executing in runtime environment 102a become compromised, any negative effects associated with the compromised software components may be reduced via regular replacement of the software components with corresponding known-good components without regard to whether the software components have been compromised or potentially compromised.
In another use case, the first software components may be replaced after the updated version (e.g., the second software component) of the first software component becomes available. Thus, among other benefits, runtime environment 102a may reflect the most recent versions of software components available, including versions of software components that are more resistant to attack by malware or other security problems.

In various implementations, component manager subsystem 112 may be programmed to instantiate the second software component in runtime environment 102a. The second software component may, for example, be instantiated in an inactive path such that the second software component is not available for use in runtime environment 102a. The replacement of the first software component with the second software component may comprise component manager subsystem 112 placing the second software component in an active path to cause the second software component to be available for use in runtime environment 102a. The replacement of the first software component may further comprise component manager subsystem 112 moving the first software component out of the active path.

By way of example, runtime environment 102a may comprise one or more active instances of a given software component and one or more inactive instances of the software component. The inactive instances of the software component may, for example, be replacements for the active instances of the software component. As such, when a replacement of one of the active instances is to occur, the active instance may simply be replaced with one of the inactive instances. Additional corresponding known-good instances of the software component may be obtained from component repository 114 and instantiated in runtime environment 102a as inactive instances to supply runtime environment 102a with readily available replacement instances. In some implementations, the first software component may be an active instance of a particular software component, and the second software component may be an inactive instance of the software component. The second software component may be cycled into the active path to replace the first software component in the active path, and the first software component may be cycled out of the active path. As such, the second software component may be activated by cycling the second software component into the active path,
while the first software component may be deactivated by cycling the first software component out of the active path.

[056] In some implementations, component manager subsystem 112 may be programmed to move the first software component out of the active path while simultaneously or after placing the second software component in the active path. As an example, the replacement of the first software component with the second software component may be performed in a seamless manner such that no downtime is experienced by other components or users that may rely on continuous smooth operations previously provided by the first software component before the replacement.

[057] In some implementations, the first software component may be allowed to complete the tasks that were being handled by the first software component at the time of the first event indicating that the first software component should be replaced. However, new tasks may not be assigned to the first software component to handle, but may instead be assigned to other active software components corresponding to the first software component (e.g., other active instances of the first software components) for which replacement-indicating events have not yet occurred. Upon completion of the tasks being handled by the first software component at the time of the first event, component manager subsystem may simultaneously place the second software component in the active path while moving the first software component out of the active path. New tasks may then be assigned to the second software component as well as other active software components corresponding to the second software component (e.g., other active instances of the first software component or the second software component).

[058] In certain implementations, the first software component and the second software component may each include a virtual machine. Definitions of the software components may include one or more disk images. Runtime environment 102a may include a hypervisor on which the first software component executes before the replacement and on which the second software component executes after the replacement. The placement of the second software component in the active path may comprise component manager subsystem 112 updating a network configuration associated with the second software component such that the second
software component is available for use at the runtime environment.

[059] In some implementations, one or more external IP addresses may be associated with one or more active subnet addresses such that requests directed to the external IP addresses are redirected to software components assigned to the active subnet addresses. Software components assigned to the active subnet addresses may be available for use in runtime environment 102a, while software components assigned to inactive subnet addresses may not be available for use in runtime environment 102a. The first software component may be assigned to one of the active subnet addresses before the replacement, while the second software component may be assigned to one of the inactive subnet addresses before the replacement. In response to the first event indicating that the first software component should be replaced, the inactive subnet address assigned to the second software component may be activated, or another active subnet address may be assigned to the second software component, such that requests directed to an external IP address may be redirected to second software component via its assigned active subnet address.

[060] In various implementations, the first software component and the second software component may each include an operating system process. The placement of the second software component in the active path may comprise component manager subsystem 112 moving the second software component into the active path via inter-process communication configuration.

[061] In some implementations, the first software component and the second software component may each include executable code. The placement of the second software component in the active path may comprise component manager subsystem 112 updating a memory address pointer or a lookup table associated with the second software component. By way of example, a language library may utilize memory address pointers or lookup tables associated with functions (e.g., software components) available in the language library to facilitate function calls. The memory address pointers or the lookup tables may, for example, be updated after each function call to point to a different location in memory at which replacement executable code exists. In one scenario, the first software component may be executable code associated with a given
function at a first memory location to which a memory address pointer or a lookup table in the language library points. The language library may be configured such that a software component (e.g., executable code associated with the function) may only be called once before the software component is replaced with a replacement software component (e.g., replacement executable code of the function). As such, after the first software component is called once, the memory address pointer or the lookup table that points to the first memory location may be updated to point to a second memory location at which replacement executable code associated with the function exists.

[062] In certain implementations, component manager subsystem 112 may be programmed to obtain integrity information associated with the second software component. The second software component may be validated by component manager subsystem 112 based on the integrity information. The validation of the second software component may, for example, be performed before the component manager subsystem 112 utilizes the second software component to replace the first software component. In some implementations, the integrity information may be generated for the second software component while the second software component is a known-good software component. As an example, the integrity information may be generated for the second software component immediately after the second software component is ready for distribution, before the second software component is distributed outside of its creation environment, or other circumstances in which the second software component remains a known-good software component. The integrity information may, for example, be used to determine that the second software component has not been modified from its known-good form. In some scenarios, the integrity information may be generated by performing a hash operation (e.g., one-way hash or other hash operation) on the second software component.

[063] In some implementations, component analysis subsystem 116 may be programmed to analyze the first software component after the first software component has been replaced. Component analysis subsystem 116 may be programmed to determine whether and/or how the first software component has been compromised based on the analyzing. By way of example, after the first software component has been moved out of the active path, component manager
Subsystem 112 may move the first software component to analysis environment 102e. As indicated, the first software component may be replaced with the second software component without regard to whether the first software component has been compromised or potentially compromised. Nevertheless, component analysis subsystem 116 may analyze the first software component to determine whether the first software component has been compromised and, if so, how the first software component has been compromised. In this way, among other benefits, new versions of software components that are more resistant to compromise may be developed to replace less-resistant corresponding software components.

[064] In some implementations, with respect to FIG. 2, component 202a may be moved from runtime environment 102 to analysis environment 102e by component manager subsystem 112 at operation 212 after corresponding component 202b replaces component 202a in runtime environment 102a. In a further use case, component 202b may also be moved from runtime environment 102a to analysis environment 102e by component manager subsystem 112 at operation 214 after another corresponding component replaces component 202b in runtime environment 102b.

[065] As discussed, environments 102 may include one or more separate environments 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d, 102e, or other environments. Subsystems or components in one environment may have limited access to another environment (e.g., read access restriction, write access restriction, execute access restriction, delete access restriction, or other access restriction).

[066] By way of example, component manager subsystem 112 (e.g., located in environment 102b) may have read access to component repository 114 (e.g., located in environment 102c) to obtain the second software component from component repository 114. However, environment 102b, environment 102c, component repository 114, or component manager subsystem 112 may be configured such that component manager subsystem 112 does not have write access, execute access, or delete access to component repository 114 or environment 102c. Thus, component manager subsystem 112 may not be utilized to intentionally or accidentally compromise known-good software components stored in component repository 114.

[067] By way of another example, component creation subsystem 118 (e.g., located in
environment 102d) may have write access to component repository 114 (e.g., located in environment 102c) to add the second software component or other software component to component repository 114. However, environment 102c, environment 102d, component creation subsystem 118, or component repository 114 may be configured such that component creation subsystem 118 does not have read access, execute access, or delete access to component repository 114 or environment 102c. In some scenarios, subsystems or other components in environments 102b, 102a, 102c, or 102e may not have write access, read access, execute access, or delete access to component creation subsystem 118 or environment 102d. For example, component creation subsystem 118 may not be accessible from runtime environment 102a such that component creation subsystem 118 cannot be compromised from runtime environment 102a. In this way, component creation subsystem 118 may create software components in a compromise-free environment such that the software components are known-good software components when the created software components are placed in component repository 114.

[068] In some implementations, security and/or integrity may be facilitated by limiting exploitable or potentially exploitable sub-components in software components that are created in a component creation environment before placing the software components in a component repository that is separate from the component creation environment. By way of example, component creation subsystem 118 may be programmed to create software components in component creation environment 102d, and limit exploitable or potentially exploitable sub-components in the software components before the software components are moved outside component creation environment 102d (e.g., before the software components are placed in component repository 114, the software components are instantiated in runtime environment 102a, etc.).

[069] Limiting/Disabling Interfaces and Other Sub-Components

[070] In one implementation, as shown by FIG. 3, component creation subsystem 118 may comprise a component authoring subsystem 302, a component sealing subsystem 304, a component exporting subsystem 306, and/or other subsystems.

[071] In some implementations, component sealing subsystem 304 may identify at least a first
software component in component creation environment 102d. The first software component may include a first sub-component that provides a function that is exploitable or potentially exploitable to compromise the first software component, a second sub-component, or other component. Component sealing subsystem 304 may identify and disable the first sub-component such that the function provided by the first sub-component will not be available via the first software component when the first software component is executed. Component exporting subsystem 306 may place the first software component in component repository 114 after the first sub-component is disabled such that the first software component is placed in component repository 114 without availability of the function provided by the first sub-component. In this way, by eliminating availability of the exploitable or potentially exploitable function from the first software component, the first software component cannot be used to access the exploitable or potentially exploitable function. Among other benefits, risks associated with the first software component becoming compromised may be reduced.

[072] In one implementation, disabling of the first sub-component may comprise component sealing subsystem 304 removing the first sub-component from the first software component. As such, when the first software component is placed in component repository 114, the first software component may not include the first sub-component. The removal of the first sub-component from the first software component may comprise removing source code or executable code associated with the first sub-component from the first software component such that the first software component no longer includes the source code or executable code associated with the first sub-component. In some implementations, the first software component may be a virtual machine, and the first sub-component may be a secure shell (SSH) program. The removal of the first sub-component from the first software component may comprise removing executable code that make up the SSH program from the virtual machine.

[073] In another implementation, the disabling of the first sub-component may comprise turning off the function provided by the first sub-component without removing the first sub-component from the first software component. Thus, although the first sub-component of the first software component in component repository 114 may be disabled, the first software
component may still include the first sub-component. As an example, the first sub-component may be disabled for the first software component without removing the first sub-component from the first software component to avoid instability to the first software component.

[074] In some implementations, the disabling the first sub-component may comprise associating the first software component with disabling instructions. In one implementation, the first software component may be associated with the disabling instructions such that the first sub-component will be removed from the first software component based on the disabling instructions. As an example, the first software component may be associated with a script (e.g., a Bash script or other script) that is to be run to instantiate the first software component in a runtime environment. When the first software component is instantiated, the script may remove code associated with the first sub-component from the first software component. As such, the first software component may not include the code associated with the first sub-component when the first software component is executed. As another example, the disabling instructions may be injected into the first software component before the first software component is placed in the component repository or made available for use in a runtime environment. Upon execution of the first software component, the disabling instructions may cause the code associated with the first sub-component to be removed from the first software component.

[075] In another implementation, the first software component may be associated with the disabling instructions such that the function provided by the first sub-component will be turned off based on the disabling instructions. As an example, the first software component may be associated with a script (e.g., a Bash script or other script) that is to be run to instantiate the first software component in a runtime environment. When the first software component is instantiated, the script may cause the function provided by the first sub-component to be turned off. Thus, the function provided by the first sub-component will not be available via the first software component when the first software component is executed. As another example, the disabling instructions may be injected into the first software component before the first software component is placed in the component repository or made available for use in a runtime environment. Upon execution of the first software component, the disabling instructions may
cause the function provided by the first sub-component to be turned off.

[076] In various implementations, the function provided by the first sub-component may include a maintenance function or an administrative function used to maintain the first software component. The first sub-component may be identified or disabled based on the maintenance function or the administrative function provided by the first sub-component. By way of example, sub-components of a virtual machine that include a maintenance function or an administrative function to maintain the virtual machine may comprise telnet interfaces, SSH interfaces, remote desktop protocol (RDP) interfaces, administrative application programmable interfaces (APIs), administrative websites, or other sub-components.

[077] In some implementations, the first software component may further include a second sub-component that is exploitable or potentially exploitable. While the first sub-component of the first software component may be disabled, the second sub-component may not be disabled. For example, the first sub-component may be disabled by component sealing subsystem 304 based on a determination that the first sub-component is not necessary for functioning of the first software component. The second sub-component may not be disabled by component sealing subsystem 304 based on a determination that the second sub-component is necessary for the functioning of the first software component.

[078] In certain implementations, although the second sub-component may not be removed from the first software component or otherwise disabled, component sealing subsystem 304 may be programmed to remove one or more code sets associated with the second sub-component from the second sub-component to eliminate or otherwise reduce risks relating to the second sub-component. By way of example, component sealing subsystem may be programmed to identify a code set associated with the second sub-component that causes the second sub-component to be exploitable or potentially exploitable, and remove the code set from the second sub-component such that the second sub-component no longer includes the code set. When the first software component is placed in the second environment, the first software component may include the second sub-component without the code set.

[079] In one scenario, a software component may be a virtual machine. A sub-component of
the virtual machine may be Bash. Bash may not be removed from the virtual machine or otherwise disabled as a result of Bash being a shell that is required for an operating system of the virtual machine to operate appropriately. Nevertheless, a number of commands, such as "ls," "sed," "vi," etc., may be removed or otherwise disabled as a result of those commands not being required for the operating system of the virtual machine to operate appropriately. For example, code sets associated with those non-required commands may be removed from Bash such that the virtual machine may include Bash without those code sets.

[080] In some implementations, component authoring subsystem 302 may be programmed to generate the first software component in component creation environment 102d. The first software component that is generated by component authoring subsystem 302 may include the first sub-component (that provides a function that is exploitable or potentially exploitable to compromise the first software component), a second sub-component, or other sub-component.

[081] In one implementation, component authoring subsystem 302 may associate first profile information with the first software component. By way of example, the first profile information is used to determine whether a given sub-component of a given software component should be disabled. The first sub-component may be identified or disabled based on the first profile information. As an example, the first profile information may include information specifying sub-components that are to be disabled through removal, information specifying sub-components that are to be disabled without being removed, information specifying sub-components that are not to be disabled, or other information. In one scenario, the first profile information may be generally applicable for limiting exploitable or potentially exploitable sub-components in software components. In another scenario, the first profile information may be for limiting exploitable or potentially exploitable sub-components in one or more specific types of software components, software components associated with specific identifiers, etc. For example, the first profile information may be specific to software components having a software component type of the first software component, or specific to software components having identifiers corresponding to an identifier of the first software component.

[082] In various implementations, component authoring subsystem 302 may be programmed to
generate the first software component in component creation environment 102d such that the first software component includes the first sub-component and a second sub-component. The first component may be disabled by component sealing subsystem 304 based on the first profile information. The second component may not be disabled by component sealing subsystem 304 based on the first profile information.

[083] In some implementations, component exporting subsystem 306 may be programmed to generate integrity information for the first software component. By way of example, the integrity information may be generated for the first software component while the first software component is a known-good software component. As an example, the integrity information may be generated for the second software component immediately after the first software component is distribution ready, before the first software component is distributed outside of its creation environment (e.g., environment 102d), or other circumstances in which the first software component remains a known-good software component.

[084] In some implementations, the integrity information may be generated for the first software component after the first sub-component is disabled and before the first software component is placed in component repository 114. The integrity information may be used to determine whether the first software component has been modified after the integrity information is generated for the first software component. In some implementations, the integrity information may be generated by performing a hash operation (e.g., one-way hash or other hash operation) on the first software component.

[085] **Interleaving and Obfuscating Information to be Transmitted Over a Network**

[086] Referring to FIG. 4A, in some implementations, sending computer 104 may be programmed to combine different information to be transmitted into different slices of a data packet and/or encrypt the slices using different cryptographic schemes for secure transmission of the information. By way of example, sending computer 104 may receive first information to be transmitted, second information to be transmitted, or other information to be transmitted. The first information may be associated with a first sending component. The second information may be associated with a second sending component different than the first sending component.
A sending component 108 may, for example, comprise components external to sending computer 104, components executing within sending computer 104, or other components.

[087] Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate a first data slice representing at least a portion of the first information, a second data slice representing at least a portion of the second information, or other data slices. The first data slice may be generated based on a first cryptographic scheme. The second data slice may be generated based on a second cryptographic scheme different than the first cryptographic scheme. As an example, generation of the first data slice based on the first cryptographic scheme may comprise encrypting the portion of the first information using a first encryption type or a first encryption key. Generation of the second data slice based on the second cryptographic scheme may comprise encrypting the portion of the second information using a second encryption type or a second encryption key that are different than the first encryption type or the first encryption key, respectively. Examples of encryption types may include one-time pad (OTP), Data Encryption Standard (DES), Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), or other encryption types.

[088] Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate a first header specifying the first cryptographic scheme for the first data slice, the second cryptographic scheme for the second data slice, or other information. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate a first data packet that includes the first header, the first data slice, the second data slice, or other data packet elements. The first data packet may then be transmitted to the appropriate receiving computer (e.g., receiving computer 106 or other receiving computer).

[089] In some implementations, with respect to FIG. 4A, sending computer 104 may comprise sending components 108a-108n, information transmitting subsystem 402, or other components. In another use case, with respect to FIG. 4B, receiving computer 106 may comprise receiving components 110a-110n, information receiving subsystem 404, or other components. It should be noted that, depending on the circumstances, a given sending component 108 may also be a receiving component, and a given receiving component 110 may also be a sending component. It should further be noted that, depending on the circumstances, sending computer 104 may be a receiving computer, and receiving computer 106 may be a sending computer. As an example,
sending computer 104 may further comprise information receiving subsystem 404 or other component for processing received data packets where each of the received data packets include data slices associated with different information that are encrypted using different cryptographic schemes. As another example, receiving computer 106 may comprise information transmitting subsystem 402 or other component for combining different information to be transmitted into different slices of a data packet and/or encrypting the slices using different cryptographic schemes for secure transmission of the information.

[090] As illustrated, in some implementations, sending computer 104 and receiving computer 106 may be pre-programmed to communicate with each other via data packets where each data packet include data slices that are associated with different information and that are encrypted using different cryptographic schemes. The pre-configuration of sending computer 104 and receiving computer 106 may, for example, establish a unique relationship between the two computers 104 and 106. The relationship between the two computers may, for example, define: (i) policies available to the two computers; (ii) a collection of pads (e.g., OTP) or other cryptographic schemes that are to be used to encrypt headers, data slices, or other data packet elements; (iii) status of the relationship (e.g., where the header in the next data packet should be located, which pad should currently be used, or other status information); or (iv) other characteristics of the relationship. While sending computer 104 may have other relationships with other computers, the other computers may not process data packets that are directed from sending computer 104 to receiving computer 106 as a result of the other relationships defining different policies, cryptographic schemes, relationship statuses, or other relationship characteristics. On the other hand, receiving computer 106 may process the data packets from sending computer 104 to obtain portions of information that are associated with different sending components 108 and combine the obtained portions to form the information that is thereafter provided to the appropriate receiving components 110.

[091] In some implementations, referring to FIG. 5, sending computer 104 may receive information 502, 504, and 506 from sending components 108a, 108b, and 108c, respectively. In some implementations, sending components 108a, 108b, and 108c may include virtual machines,
applications, or other components in sending computer 104. The information 502, 504, and 506 may include communication to be transmitted from sending components 108a, 108b, and 108c, respectively, to corresponding receiving components 110a, 110b, and 110c.

[092] Sending computer 104 may generate data slices representing at least individual portions 502a-502n of information 502, data slices representing at least individual portions 504a-504n of information 504, and data slices representing at least individual portions 506a-506n of information 506. Data packets 508a-508n may be generated such that: (i) data packet 508a includes header 510a, portions 502a, 504a, and 506a, or other data packet elements; (ii) data packet 508b includes header 510b, portions 502b, 504b, and 506b, or other data packet elements; and (iii) so on. Header 510a may specify the cryptographic schemes used to encrypt the data slices representing portions 502a, 504a, and 506a. Header 510b may specify the cryptographic schemes used to encrypt the data slices representing portions 502b, 504b, and 506b. As an example, headers 510 may specify the cryptographic schemes by specifying a policy that should be used to interpret the headers 510 and specifying cryptographic scheme indexes of the policy that correspond to the cryptographic schemes. Further details with respect to policies and cryptographic scheme indexes are provided below.

[093] Referring now to FIG. 5, data packets 508a-508n may be transmitted to receiving computer 106. Receiving computer 106 may process data packets 508a-508n to form information 502, 504, and 506, and provide information 502, 504, and 506 to their respective receiving components 110a, 110b, and 110c. As an example, receiving computer 106 may process headers 510a-510n to identify cryptographic schemes used to encrypt the data slices representing portions 502a-502n, cryptographic schemes used to encrypt the data slices representing portions 504a-504n, and cryptographic schemes used to encrypt the data slices representing portions 506a-506n. The data slices may be decrypted using the identified cryptographic schemes to obtain portions 502a-502n, 504a-504n, and 506a-506n. The corresponding portions may then be combined to form information 502, 504, and 506.

[094] In some implementations, sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate a third data slice including randomly generated filler data. The third data slice may have a size different
than a size of the first data slice or the second data slice. The first data packet may be generated such that the first data packet may include the third data slice. In this way, among other benefits, randomly generated filler data may be interleaved in data packets to provide another layer of camouflage for data actually representing portions of information. The data slices comprising the randomly generated filler data may be encrypted using a cryptographic scheme to further hide from unintended recipients the fact that the data slices comprising the randomly generated filler data do not represent portions of information. Additionally, or alternatively, sizes of the data slices comprising randomly generated filler data may be varied within a data packet to hide the start and end positions of data slices representing portions of information.

In a non-limiting example, referring to FIG. 5, each of data packets 508a-508n may include data slices comprising randomly generated filler data 512. When data packets 508a-508n are received by receiving computer 106, the data slices comprising randomly generated filler data (as opposed to portions of information) may be ignored. For example, the start and end positions of the data slices representing portions of information may be identified. The data slices representing portions of information may then be extracted, leaving the data slices comprising randomly generated filler data. Subsequently, the portions of information may be obtained by decrypting the extracted data slices.

In one implementation, the first header may specify a position of the first data slice within the first data packet, a position of the second data slice within the first data packet, a position of the third data slice within the first data packet, or other position information. By way of example, data packet headers may specify start positions of data slices, end positions of the data slices, sizes of the data slices, which of the data slices comprise randomly generated filler data, or other data-packet-related information by specifying a policy that should be used to interpret the data packet headers.

In some implementations, an example policy definition for a particular policy may be:

```
{ "Policy": { "Index": 0, "Name": "Standard ODEP", "SliceSizes": 128, 512, 32, 32, 128, 384, 268, 24, "TrafficModel": 2, "DataTypes": {0:"rand", 1:"otp", 2:"des", 3:"aes256"} } }
```

A data packet header may specify that the example policy should be used to interpret a data packet by
specifying the policy index 0. Based on the policy definition, the traffic model corresponding to
the traffic model index 2 may be utilized to determine positions of the data slices within the data
packet, which of the data slices comprise randomly generated filler data, or other data-packet-
related information. As discussed, in some implementations, policies or other policy-related
information may be defined by a unique relationship established between a given sending
computer and a given receiving computer. As an example, the policies that correspond to the
policy index specified by a data packet header may be known only to the sending computer and
the receiving computer sharing the unique relationship. As another example, a given sending
computer may have a first relationship with a given receiving computer for secure transmission
of information from the sending computer to the receiving computer (e.g., transmitting channel),
and a second relationship for processing data packets that are received at the sending computer
from the receiving computer (e.g., receiving channel). Each relationship may, for example,
define different policies that are available for the relationship or other data-packet-related
information.

[098] In some implementations, referring to FIG. 6, data packet header 600 may specify a
policy index representing a policy that should be used to interpret the data packet that includes
data packet header 600 in the first set of bits, cryptographic scheme indexes representing
cryptographic schemes that were used to encrypt the data slices in the data packet, a header
offset that indicates the position of the header in the next data packet, a port for reverse
connection, or other data-packet-related information.

[099] In some implementations, sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate the
first header based on a third cryptographic scheme. The third cryptographic scheme may be the
same as one of the first or second cryptographic schemes, or may be different from both the first
and the second cryptographic schemes. In one implementation, referring to FIG. 6, a particular
pad may be used to encrypt data packet header 600. The pad used to encrypt data packet header
600 may, for example, be one of a collection of pads that are pre-configured as part of a unique
relationship between a given sending computer and a given receiving computer.

[0100] In various implementations, sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate a
first handshake request based on the third cryptographic scheme. The first handshake request may be transmitted to receiving computer 106. Sending computer 104 may receive a first response from receiving computer 106. The first header may be encrypted using the third cryptographic scheme based on the first response confirming use of the third cryptographic scheme for encrypting headers.

[0101] In some implementations, the first time sending computer 104 initiates a communication session with receiving computer 106 to securely transmit information to receiving computer 106, sending computer 104 may transmit a handshake packet with a handshake header. The handshake header may include a standard 24 bit header with no body and all bits of the header set to 0, and may be encrypted using a first pad that the relationship established between the two computers defined at index 0. If the handshake header is understood by receiving computer 106 (e.g., the pads at sending computer 104 and receiving computer 106 line up), receiving computer 106 may send a message as a reply specifying one of the pre-configured policies defined by the established relationship that should be used to generate data packets to securely transmit information and/or process the data packets to obtain portions of information from the data packets.

[0102] In some implementations, sending computer 104 may receive a reset request based on a failure of receiving computer 106 to process a data packet transmitted to receiving computer 106 prior to the first data packet being transmitted. The first handshake request may, for example, be generated based on the reset request. The first response received from receiving computer 106 may specify a first position within the first data packet for the first header. The first data packet may be generated such that the first data packet may include the first header at the first position within the first data packet. As an example, if receiving computer 106 loses track of the position of subsequent headers, is unable to decrypt a header, or otherwise fails to properly process a data packet transmitted from sending computer 104, receiving computer 106 may transmit a reset request to sending computer 104 to trigger handshaking between the two computers to determine the cryptographic scheme used to encrypt subsequent data packet headers, the initial position of the next data packet header, the policy to be used to generate/process data packets, or other
information.

[0103] In certain implementations, sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate a first handshake request based on a fourth cryptographic scheme different than the third cryptographic scheme (for which generation of the first header is based). The first handshake request may be transmitted to receiving computer 106. Sending computer 104 may receive a first response from receiving computer 106. The first response may specify use of the third cryptographic scheme. The first response may, for example, specify use of the third cryptographic scheme by specifying a header index. Based on the header index corresponding to the third cryptographic scheme, sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate a second handshake request using the third cryptographic scheme. The second handshake request may be transmitted to receiving computer 106. A second response may be received from the second computer system. The second response may, for example, confirm use of the third cryptographic scheme for encrypting headers. The third cryptographic scheme may be used to encrypt the first header based on the second response confirming use of the third cryptographic scheme.

[0104] As discussed, in some implementations, the first time sending computer 104 initiates a communication session with receiving computer 106 to securely transmit information to receiving computer 106, sending computer 104 may transmit a handshake packet with a handshake header. The handshake header may be encrypted using a first pad that the relationship established between the two computers defines at index 0. If the handshake header is understood by receiving computer 106 (e.g., the pads line up), receiving computer 106 may send a message as a reply specifying one of the pre-configured policies defined by the established relationship that should be used to generate data packets to securely transmit information and/or process the data packets to obtain portions of information from the data packets.

[0105] On the other hand, if receiving computer 106 cannot read the header (e.g., due to pad misalignment or other reasons), receiving computer 106 may transmit the index of the next pad file to use to sending computer 104. Sending computer 104 may then reinitiate the communication session by transmitting a handshake packet with a handshake header encrypted
using the pad corresponding to the index. In some implementations, a relationship between the two computers may be marked as invalid such that future connection attempts may be dropped if a predetermined number of attempts at handshaking fail.

[0106] In various implementations, sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate a third data slice representing at least a second portion of the first information, a fourth data slice representing at least a second portion of the second information, or other data slices. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate a second data packet that includes a second header, the third data slice, the fourth data slice, or other data packet elements. The second data packet may then be transmitted to the appropriate receiving computer (e.g., receiving computer 106 or other receiving computer).

[0107] In one implementation, the third data slice may be generated based on the first cryptographic scheme. The fourth data slice may be generated based on the second cryptographic scheme. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate the second header such that the second header may specify the first cryptographic scheme for the third data slice, the second cryptographic scheme for the fourth data slice, or other information.

[0108] In some implementations, the third data slice may be generated based on a cryptographic scheme different than the first cryptographic scheme. The fourth data slice may be generated based on a cryptographic scheme different than the second cryptographic scheme. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate the second header such that the second header may specify the cryptographic scheme different than the first cryptographic scheme for the third data slice, the cryptographic scheme different than the second cryptographic scheme for the fourth data slice, or other information.

[0109] In some implementations, the first header may be located at a first position within the first data packet. The first header may specify a second position within the second data packet for the second header. The second data packet may be generated such that the second data packet may include the second header at the second position within the second data packet that is specified by the first header. The second header may specify a position of the third data slice within the second data packet, a position of the fourth data slice within the second data packet, or
other information. In this way, because header positions may be different from one data packet to the next data packet, identification of the cryptographic schemes used to encrypt the data slices and the corresponding data slices to which the cryptographic schemes have been applied may be made extremely difficult, if not impossible, for any component outside of the established relationship between sending computer 104 and receiving computer 106.

[0110] In certain implementations, the first data packet or the second data packet may be generated or transmitted during a first session. The second header may specify a third position within a third data packet for a third header. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to receive third information to be transmitted that is associated with the first sending component during a second session different than the first session. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate a fifth data slice representing at least a portion of the third information. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate the third data packet such that the third data packet may include the third header and the fifth data slice. The third data packet may then be transmitted to the appropriate receiving computer (e.g., receiving computer 106 or other receiving computer) during the second session. As such, in some scenarios, a data packet header may specify a position of the header in the next (or otherwise subsequent) data packet transmitted via an established relationship even where the next data packet is not generated until a subsequent communication session.

[0111] In one implementation, the fifth data slice may be generated based on the first cryptographic scheme. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate the third header such that the third header may specify the first cryptographic scheme for the fifth data slice.

[0112] In some implementations, the fifth data slice may be generated based on a cryptographic scheme different than the first cryptographic scheme. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate the third header such that the third header may specify the cryptographic scheme different than the first cryptographic scheme.

[0113] In various implementations, a first policy, a second policy, or other policies may be stored at sending computer 104 or in association with sending computer 104. The first header may specify the first cryptographic scheme for the first data slice and the second cryptographic
scheme for the second data slice by specifying the first policy.

[0114] As discussed, in some implementations, an example policy definition for a particular policy may be: {"Policy": {"Index": 0, "Name":"Standard ODEP", "SliceSizes": 128, 512, 32, 32, 128, 384, 268, 24, "TrafficModel": 2, "DataTypes": {0:"rand", 1: "otp", 2:"des", 3:"aes256"}}}. A data packet header may specify that the example policy should be used to interpret a data packet by specifying the policy index 0. When the policy index 0 is specified, the cryptographic schemes may be specified for the data slices using the cryptographic scheme indexes of the policy corresponding to the policy index 0 (e.g., index 1 for OTP, index 2 for DES, index 3 for AES256, etc.).

[0115] In some implementations, sending computer 104 may be programmed to receive a second data packet from receiving computer 106. The second data packet may include a second header, a third data slice, or other data packet elements. The third data slice may represent a portion of third information. The second header may specify the second policy. Sending computer 104 may be configured to identify the first cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the third data slice based on the second header specifying the second policy. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to process the third data slice based on the first cryptographic scheme to obtain the portion of the third information. As such, in some implementations, cryptographic schemes specified by different policies may nonetheless overlap.

[0116] As discussed, in some implementations, policies or other policy-related information may be defined by a unique relationship established between a given sending computer and a given receiving computer. As an example, the policies that correspond to the policy index specified by a data packet header may be known only to the sending computer and the receiving computer sharing the unique relationship. As another example, a given sending computer may have a first relationship with a given receiving computer for secure transmission of information from the sending computer to the receiving computer, and a second relationship for processing data packets that are received at the sending computer from the receiving computer. Each relationship may, for example, define different policies that are available for the relationship or other data-packet-related information.
In one implementation, the first policy may specify an association of a first cryptographic scheme index with the first cryptographic scheme, an association of a second cryptographic scheme index with the second cryptographic scheme, or other associations. The second policy may specify an association of a third cryptographic scheme index with the first cryptographic scheme or other associations. The first header may specify the first cryptographic scheme for the first data slice and the second cryptographic scheme for the second data slice by specifying the first policy, the first cryptographic scheme index for the first data slice, and the second cryptographic scheme index for the second data slice. The second header may specify the first cryptographic for the third data slice by specifying the second policy and the third cryptographic scheme index for the third data slice. The first cryptographic scheme may be identified as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the third data slice based on the second header specifying the second policy and the third cryptographic scheme index for the third data slice.

In certain implementations, receiving computer 106 may be programmed to process a data packet having data slices associated with different information that are encrypted using different cryptographic schemes. By way of example, receiving computer 106 may be programmed to receive a first data packet including a first header, a first data slice representing at least a portion of first information, a second data slice representing at least a portion of second information, or other data packet elements. The first communication may be associated with a first sending component. The second communication may be associated with a second sending component different than the first sending component. A receiving component may, for example, comprise components external to receiving computer 106, components executing within receiving computer 106 (e.g., virtual machines, applications, or other components executing within sending computer 104), or other components.

Receiving computer 106 may be programmed to identify a first cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the first data slice, a second cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the second data slice, or other information based on the first header. As an example, encryption of the first data slice using the first cryptographic
scheme may comprise encrypting the portion of the first information using a first encryption type or a first encryption key. Encryption of the second data slice using the second cryptographic scheme may comprise encrypting the portion of the second information using a second encryption type or a second encryption key that are different than the first encryption type or the first encryption key, respectively. As discussed, examples of encryption types may include OTP, DES, AES, or other encryption types.

[0120] Receiving computer 106 may be programmed to process the first data slice based on the first cryptographic scheme to obtain the portion of the first information, and process the second data slice based on the second cryptographic scheme to obtain the portion of the second information.

[0121] In some implementations, receiving computer 106 may be programmed to receive a second data packet including a second header, a third data slice representing at least a second portion of the first information, a fourth data slice representing at least a second portion of the second information, or other data packet elements. Receiving computer 106 may be programmed to identify the first cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the third data slice, the second cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the fourth data slice, or other information based on the second header. Receiving computer 106 may be programmed to process the third data slice based on the first cryptographic scheme to obtain the second portion of the first information, and process the fourth data slice based on the second cryptographic scheme to obtain the second portion of the second information.

[0122] Receiving computer 106 may be programmed to combine the portion of the first information and the second portion of the first information to form the first information for a first receiving component, and combine the portion of the second information and the second portion of the second information to form the second information for a second receiving component.

[0123] For example, with respect to FIG. 5, data packets 508a-508n that are received by receiving computer 106 may comprise: (i) data packet 508a having header 510a, portions 502a, 504a, and 506a, or other data packet elements; (ii) data packet 508b having header 510b, portions
502b, 504b, and 506b, or other data packet elements; and (iii) so on. Header 510a may specify
the cryptographic schemes used to encrypt the data slices representing portions 502a, 504a, and
506a. Header 510b may specify the cryptographic schemes used to encrypt the data slices
representing portions 502b, 504b, and 506b.

Receiving computer 106 may process data packets 508a-508n to form information 502,
504, and 506, and provide information 502, 504, and 506 to their respective receiving
components 110a, 110b, and 110c. As an example, receiving computer 106 may process headers
510a-510n to identify the cryptographic schemes used to encrypt the data slices representing
portions 502a-502n, cryptographic schemes used to encrypt the data slices representing portions
504a-504n, and cryptographic schemes used to encrypt the data slices representing portions
506a-506n. The data slices may be decrypted using the identified cryptographic schemes to
obtain portions 502a-502n, 504a-504n, and 506a-506n. The corresponding portions may then be
combined to form information 502, 504, and 506.

In one implementation, the first header may be located at a first position within the first
data packet. The first header may specify a second position within the second data packet for the
second header. The second data packet may include the second header at the second position
within the second data packet that is specified by the first header. In this way, because header
positions may be different from one data packet to the next data packet, identification of the
cryptographic schemes used to encrypt the data slices and the corresponding data slices to which
the cryptographic schemes have been applied may be made extremely difficult, if not impossible,
for any component outside of the established relationship between sending computer 104 and
receiving computer 106.

In some implementations, the first data packet and/or the second data packet may include
randomly generated filler data. As discussed, randomly generated filler data may be interleaved
in data packets to provide another layer of camouflage for data actually representing portions of
information. The data slices comprising the randomly generated filler data may be encrypted
using a cryptographic scheme to further hide from unintended recipients the fact that the data
slices comprising the randomly generated filler data do not represent portions of information.
Additionally, or alternatively, sizes of the data slices comprising randomly generated filler data may be varied within a data packet to hide the start and end positions of data slices representing portions of information.

[0127] As indicated, with respect to FIG. 5, each of data packets 508a-508n may include data slices comprising randomly generated filler data 512. When data packets 508a-508n are received by receiving computer 106, the data slices comprising randomly generated filler data (as opposed to portions of information) may be ignored. For example, the start and end positions of the data slices representing portions of information may be identified. The data slices representing portions of information may then be extracted, leaving the data slices comprising randomly generated filler data. Subsequently, the portions of information may be obtained by decrypting the extracted data slices.

[0128] In various implementations, receiving computer 106 may be programmed to process the first header using a third cryptographic scheme to identify the first cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the first data slice, the second cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the second data slice, or other header information. The third cryptographic scheme may be the same as one of the first or second cryptographic schemes, or may be different from both the first and the second cryptographic schemes. In one scenario, particular pad may be used to encrypt the data packet header 600 (illustrated in FIG. 6). The pad used to encrypt data packet header 600 may, for example, be one of a collection of pads that are pre-configured as part of a unique relationship between a given sending computer and a given receiving computer.

[0129] Referring back to FIG. 5, in some implementations, the first data packet may be received from sending computer 104. Receiving computer 106 may be programmed to receive a first handshake request from sending computer 104. The first handshake request may be generated based on the third cryptographic scheme. Receiving computer 106 may be programmed to generate a first response confirming use of the third cryptographic scheme for generating headers. The first response may be transmitted to sending computer 104. The first header may, for example, be generated using the third cryptographic scheme based on the first response.
[0130] As discussed, in some implementations, the first time sending computer 104 initiates a communication session with receiving computer 106 to securely transmit information to receiving computer 106, sending computer 104 may transmit a handshake packet with a handshake header. The handshake header may be encrypted using a first pad that the relationship established between the two computers defines at index 0. If the handshake header is understood by receiving computer 106 (e.g., the pads line up), receiving computer 106 may send a message as a reply specifying one of the pre-configured policies defined by the established relationship that should be used to generate data packets to securely transmit information and/or process the data packets to obtain portions of information from the data packets.

[0131] In one implementation, receiving computer 106 may be programmed to generate a reset request based on a failure to process a data packet received prior to the first data packet being received. The reset request may be transmitted to sending computer 104. The first handshake request may be received from sending computer 104 based on the transmission of the reset request. The first response that is transmitted to sending computer 104 may specify a first position within the first data packet for the first header. The first data packet may be generated such that the first data packet may include the first header at the first position within the first data packet. By way of example, if receiving computer 106 loses track of the position of subsequent headers, is unable to decrypt a header, or otherwise fails to properly process a data packet transmitted from sending computer 104, receiving computer 106 may transmit a reset request to sending computer 104 to trigger handshaking between the two computers to determine the cryptographic scheme used to encrypt subsequent data packet headers, the initial position of the next data packet header, the policy to be used to generate/process data packets, or other information.

[0132] In certain implementations, sending computer 104 may be programmed to secure information using data packets having headers that start at different positions within a data packet with respect to other data packets. By way of example, sending computer 104 may be programmed to receive first information to be transmitted. The first information may be associated with a first sending component.
[0133] Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate a first data slice representing at least a first portion of the first information, a second data slice representing at least a second portion of the first information, or other data slices. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate a first data packet including a first header, the first data slice, or other data packet elements. The first data packet may be generated such that the first header may be located at a first position within the first data packet. The first data packet may be generated such that the first header may specify a second position within a second data packet for a second header. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate the second data packet such that the second data packet may include the second header, the second data slice, or other data packet elements. The second data packet may be generated such that the second header may be located at the second position within the second data packet that is specified by the first header. The first data packet and the second data packet may be transmitted to an appropriate receiving computer (e.g., receiving computer 106 or other receiving computer). In this way, because header positions may be different from one data packet to the next data packet, identification of the cryptographic schemes used to encrypt the data slices and the corresponding data slices to which the cryptographic schemes have been applied may be made extremely difficult, if not impossible, for any component outside of the established relationship between sending computer 104 and receiving computer 106.

[0134] In some implementations, sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate the first header based on a first cryptographic scheme and the second header based on the first cryptographic scheme. The first data slice and the second data slice may each be generated based on a second cryptographic scheme different than the first cryptographic scheme.

[0135] In one implementation, the first information may be received during a first session. The second header may specify a third position within a third data packet for a third header. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to receive second information during a second session different than the first session. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate a third data slice representing at least a portion of the second information. Sending computer 104 may be programmed to generate the third data packet such that the third data packet may include the
third header, the third data slice, or other data packet elements. The third data packet may be
generated such that the third header may be located at the third position within the third data
packet that is specified by the second header. The third data packet may be transmitted to an
appropriate receiving computer (e.g., receiving computer 106 or other receiving computer). As
such, in some scenarios, a data packet header may specify a position of the header in the next (or
otherwise subsequent) data packet transmitted via an established relationship even where the
next data packet is not generated until a subsequent communication session.

[0136] In certain implementations, receiving computer 106 may be programmed to process data
packets having headers that start at different positions within a data packet with respect to other
data packets. By way of example, receiving computer 106 may be programmed to receive a first
data packet, a second data packet, or other data packets. The first data packet may include a first
header, a first data slice representing a first portion of first information, or other data packet elements. The second data packet may include a second header, a second data slice representing
a second portion of the first information, or other data packet elements.

[0137] Receiving computer 106 may be programmed to identify the first header at a first position
within the first data packet. Receiving computer 106 may be programmed to identify the second
header at a second position within the second data packet based on the first header specifying the
second position for the second header. Receiving computer 106 may be programmed to identify
the first data slice within the first data packet based on the first header, and the second data slice
within the second data packet based on the second header.

[0138] Receiving computer 106 may be programmed to process the first data slice to obtain the
first portion of the first information, and the second data slice to obtain the second portion of the
first information. Receiving computer 106 may be programmed to combine the first portion of
the first information and the second portion of the first information to form the first information.

[0139] In some implementations, receiving computer 106 may be programmed to identify a first
cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the first header. Receiving computer 106 may be
programmed to process the first header using the first cryptographic scheme to identify a second
cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the first data slice. The second cryptographic scheme may
be different than the first cryptographic scheme. The first data slice may be processed using the second cryptographic scheme to obtain the first portion of the first information. The second data slice may be processed using the second cryptographic scheme to obtain the second portion of the first information.

**[0140]** FIG. 7 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for replacing software components executing in a runtime environment with corresponding known-good software components, according to an aspect of the invention. The operations of method 700 presented below are intended to be illustrative. In some implementations, method 700 may be accomplished with one or more additional operations not described, and/or without one or more of the operations discussed. Additionally, the order in which the operations of method 700 are illustrated in FIG. 7 and described below is not intended to be limiting.

**[0141]** In some implementations, method 700 may be implemented in one or more processing devices (e.g., a digital processor, an analog processor, a digital circuit designed to process information, an analog circuit designed to process information, a state machine, and/or other mechanisms for electronically processing information). The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices executing some or all of the operations of method 700 in response to instructions stored electronically on an electronic storage medium. The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices configured through hardware, firmware, and/or software to be specifically designed for execution of one or more of the operations of method 700.

**[0142]** At an operation 702, at least a first event indicating that at least a first software component executing in the runtime environment should be replaced may be determined. The first event may, for example, be determined without respect to whether the first software component has been compromised or potentially compromised. In some implementations, the first event may include a passage of one or more replacement time intervals, a number of uses of the first software component reaching or exceeding a use threshold, an availability of an updated version of the first software component, and/or other event. Operation 702 may be performed by a component manager subsystem that is the same as or similar to component manager subsystem
112, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0143] At an operation 704, at least a second software component that corresponds to the first software component may be obtained from a component repository that is separate from the runtime environment. Operation 704 may be performed by a component manager subsystem that is the same as or similar to component manager subsystem 112, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0144] At an operation 706, integrity information associated with the second software component may be obtained. Operation 706 may be performed by a component manager subsystem that is the same as or similar to component manager subsystem 112, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0145] At an operation 708, the second software component may be validated based on the integrity information. Operation 708 may be performed by a component manager subsystem that is the same as or similar to component manager subsystem 112, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0146] At an operation 710, the second software component may be instantiated in the run-time environment. The second software component may be instantiated in an inactive path such that the second software component is not available for use in the runtime environment. In some implementations, the second software component may be instantiated based on the second software component being validated via the integrity information. Operation 710 may be performed by a component manager subsystem that is the same as or similar to component manager subsystem 112, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0147] At an operation 712, the first software component may be replaced with the second software component based on the first event (indicating that at least the first software component should be replaced). Operation 712 may be performed by a component manager subsystem that is the same as or similar to component manager subsystem 112, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0148] In certain implementations, with respect to operation 712, the first event may include a passage of one or more replacement time intervals, a number of uses of the first software
component reaching or exceeding a use threshold, an availability of an updated version of the
first software component, or other condition. As an example, the first software component may
be replaced after passage of the one or more replacement time intervals. The second software
component may be replaced after a second passage of the one or more replacement time
intervals. As another example, the first software component may be replaced based on a number
of uses of the first software component reaching or exceeding the use threshold. As another
example, the first software component may be replaced based on an updated version of the first
software component being available. The second software component may comprise the updated
version.

[0149] In various implementations, with respect to operation 712, the replacement of the first
software component with the second software component may comprise placing the second
software component in an active path such that the second software component is available for
use in the runtime environment. In one implementation, the first software component and the
second software component may each include a virtual machine, and the placement of the second
software component in the active path may comprise updating a network configuration
associated with the second software component such that the second software component is
available for use at the runtime environment. In another implementation, the first software
component and the second software component may each include an operating system process,
and the placement of the second software component in the active path may comprise moving
the second software component into the active path via inter-process communication
configuration. In another implementation, the first software component and the second software
component may each include executable code, and the placement of the second software
component in the active path may comprise updating a memory address pointer or a lookup table
associated with the second software component.

[0150] In some implementations, with respect to operation 712, the replacement of the first
software component with the second software component may further comprise moving the first
software component out of the active path. In one implementation, the first software component
may be moved out of the active path after the second software component is placed in the active
path.

[0151] At an operation 714, the first software component may be analyzed after the first software component has been replaced. Operation 714 may be performed by a component analysis subsystem that is the same as or similar to component analysis subsystem 116, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0152] At an operation 716, a determination of whether and/or how the first software component has been comprised may be effectuated. For example, a determination of whether and/or how the first software component has been comprised may be effectuated based on the analysis of the first software component. Operation 716 may be performed by a component manager subsystem that is the same as or similar to component manager subsystem 112, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0153] FIG. 8 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for limiting exploitable or potentially exploitable sub-components in software components, according to an aspect of the invention. The operations of method 800 presented below are intended to be illustrative. In some implementations, method 800 may be accomplished with one or more additional operations not described, and/or without one or more of the operations discussed. Additionally, the order in which the operations of method 800 are illustrated in FIG. 8 and described below is not intended to be limiting.

[0154] In some implementations, method 800 may be implemented in one or more processing devices (e.g., a digital processor, an analog processor, a digital circuit designed to process information, an analog circuit designed to process information, a state machine, and/or other mechanisms for electronically processing information). The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices executing some or all of the operations of method 800 in response to instructions stored electronically on an electronic storage medium. The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices configured through hardware, firmware, and/or software to be specifically designed for execution of one or more of the operations of method 800.

[0155] At an operation 802, at least a first software component in a component creation
environment may be identified. The first software component may include a first sub-component that provides a function that is exploitable or potentially exploitable to compromise the first software component. The first software component may further include a second sub-component that is exploitable or potentially exploitable to compromise the first software component. Operation 802 may be performed by a component sealing subsystem that is the same as or similar to component sealing subsystem 304, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0156] At an operation 804, the first sub-component of the first software component may be identified. In some implementations, the function provided by the first sub-component may include a maintenance function or an administrative function used to maintain the first software component. The first sub-component may be identified based on the maintenance function or the administrative function provided by the first sub-component. Operation 804 may be performed by a component sealing subsystem that is the same as or similar to component sealing subsystem 304, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0157] At an operation 806, the first sub-component may be disabled. For example, the first sub-component may be disabled such that the function provided by the first sub-component will not be available when the first sub-component is executed. In certain implementations, disabling the first sub-component may comprise removing the first sub-component from the first software component. In some implementations, disabling the first sub-component may comprise turning off the function provided by the first sub-component without removing the first sub-component from the first software component. In various implementations, disabling the first sub-component may comprise associating the first software component with disabling instructions. As an example, the disabling instructions may be associated with the first software component such that the first sub-component will be removed from the first software component based on the disabling instructions. As another example, the disabling instructions may be associated with the first software component such that the function provided by the first sub-component will be turned off based on the disabling instructions. Operation 806 may be performed by a component sealing subsystem that is the same as or similar to component sealing subsystem 304, in accordance with one or more implementations.
In certain implementations, the first software component may be generated in the component creation environment such that the first software component includes the first sub-component, the second sub-component, or other sub-component. First profile information may be associated with the first software component. The first profile information may, for example, be used to determine whether a given sub-component of a given software component should be disabled. The first sub-component may be disabled based on the first profile information. The second sub-component may not be disabled based on the first profile information. Generation of the first software component and the association of the first profile information with the first software component may be performed by a component authoring subsystem that is the same as or similar to component authoring subsystem 302, in accordance with one or more implementations.

At an operation 808, a second sub-component of the first software component may be identified. The second sub-component may be identified as a sub-component that is exploitable or potentially exploitable. In some implementations, the first sub-component may be disabled based on a determination that the first sub-component is not necessary for functioning of the first software component. The second sub-component may not be disabled based on a determination that the second sub-component necessary for the functioning of the first software component Operation 808 may be performed by a component sealing subsystem that is the same as or similar to component sealing subsystem 304, in accordance with one or more implementations.

At an operation 810, a code set associated with the second sub-component that causes the second sub-component to be exploitable or potentially exploitable may be identified. Operation 810 may be performed by a component sealing subsystem that is the same as or similar to component sealing subsystem 304, in accordance with one or more implementations.

At an operation 812, the code set may be removed from the second sub-component. For example, the code set may be removed from the second sub-component such that the second sub-component no longer includes the code set. Operation 812 may be performed by a component sealing subsystem that is the same as or similar to component sealing subsystem 304, in accordance with one or more implementations.
At an operation 814, integrity information may be generated for the first software component. For example, the integrity information may be generated for the first software component after the first sub-component is disabled, after the code set is removed from the second sub-component, and before the first software component is placed in a component repository that is separate from the component creation environment. The integrity information may, for example, be used to determine whether the first software component has been modified after the integrity information is generated for the first software component. Operation 814 may be performed by a component exporting subsystem that is the same as or similar to component exporting subsystem 306, in accordance with one or more implementations.

At an operation 816, the first software component and the integrity information may be placed in the component repository. Operation 816 may be performed by a component exporting subsystem that is the same as or similar to component exporting subsystem 306, in accordance with one or more implementations.

FIG. 9 illustrates a method of combining different information to be transmitted into different slices of a data packet and encrypting the slices using different cryptographic schemes for secure transmission of the information, according to an aspect of the invention. The operations of method 900 presented below are intended to be illustrative. In some implementations, method 900 may be accomplished with one or more additional operations not described, and/or without one or more of the operations discussed. Additionally, the order in which the operations of method 900 are illustrated in FIG. 9 and described below is not intended to be limiting.

In some implementations, method 900 may be implemented in one or more processing devices (e.g., a digital processor, an analog processor, a digital circuit designed to process information, an analog circuit designed to process information, a state machine, and/or other mechanisms for electronically processing information). The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices executing some or all of the operations of method 900 in response to instructions stored electronically on an electronic storage medium. The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices configured through hardware, firmware,
and/or software to be specifically designed for execution of one or more of the operations of method 900.

[0166] At an operation 902, first information to be transmitted and second information to be transmitted may be received. The first information may be associated with a first sending component. The second information may be associated with a second sending component. Operation 902 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0167] At an operation 904, a first data slice may be generated based on a first cryptographic scheme. The first data slice may be generated such that the first data slice represents at least a first portion of the first information. The first portion of the first information may, for example, be encrypted using the first cryptographic scheme to generate the first data slice. Operation 904 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0168] At an operation 906, a second data slice may be generated based on a second cryptographic scheme. The second data slice may be generated such that the second data slice represents at least a first portion of the second information. The first portion of the second information may, for example, be encrypted using the second cryptographic scheme to generate the second data slice. Operation 906 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0169] At an operation 908, a first header may be generated based on a third cryptographic scheme. The first header may be generated such that the first header specifies the first cryptographic scheme for the first data slice and the second cryptographic scheme for the second data slice. The first header may, for example, be encrypted using the third cryptographic scheme. Operation 908 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0170] In some implementations, with respect to operation 908, the first header may be
generated such that the first header specifies a position of the first data slice within a data packet, a position of the second data slice within a data packet, or positions of other data slices within a data packet.

**[0171]** In certain implementations, with respect to operation 908, a first handshake request may be generated at a first computer system (at which the first header is generated) based on the third cryptographic scheme. The first handshake request may be transmitted to a second computer system. A first response may be received from the second computer system. The first response may, for example, confirm use of the third cryptographic scheme for encrypting headers. The third cryptographic scheme may be used to encrypt the first header based on the first response confirming use of the third cryptographic scheme. In some implementations, a reset request may be received at the first computer system based on a failure of the second computer system to process a data packet transmitted to the second computer system (e.g., prior to generation of the first header). The first handshake request may, for example, be generated based on the reset request. Such operations may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402, in accordance with one or more implementations.

**[0172]** In various implementations, with respect to operation 908, a first handshake request may be generated at a first computer system (at which the first header is generated) based on a fourth cryptographic scheme. The first handshake request may be transmitted to a second computer system. A first response may be received from the second computer system. The first response may specify use of the third cryptographic scheme. The first response may, for example, specify use of the third cryptographic scheme by specifying a header index. A second handshake request may be generated using the third cryptographic scheme based on the header index corresponding to the third cryptographic scheme. The second handshake request may be transmitted to the second computer system. A second response may be received from the second computer system. The second response may, for example, confirm use of the third cryptographic scheme for encrypting headers. The third cryptographic scheme may be used to encrypt the first header based on the second response confirming use of the third cryptographic scheme. Such operations
may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0173] At an operation 910, a first data packet may be generated. The first data packet may be generated such that the first data packet includes the first header, the first data slice, the second data slice, randomly generated filler data, or other data. In some implementations, the first data packet may be generated such that the first data packet includes the first data slice, the second data slice, or other data slices at positions within the first data packet that are specified by the first header for the first data slice, the second data slice, or other data slices. Operation 910 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0174] At an operation 912, a third data slice may be generated based on the first cryptographic scheme. The third data slice may be generated such that the third data slice represents at least a second portion of the first information. The second portion of the first information may, for example, be encrypted using the first cryptographic scheme to generate the third data slice. Operation 912 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0175] At an operation 914, a fourth data slice may be generated based on the second cryptographic scheme. The fourth data slice may be generated such that the fourth data slice represents at least a second portion of the second information. The second portion of the second information may, for example, be encrypted using the second cryptographic scheme to generate the fourth data slice. Operation 914 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0176] At an operation 916, a second header may be generated based on the third cryptographic scheme. The second header may be generated such that the second header specifies the first cryptographic scheme for the third data slice and the second cryptographic scheme for the fourth data slice. The second header may, for example, be encrypted using the third cryptographic scheme. Operation 916 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as
or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0177] At an operation 918, a second data packet may be generated. The second data packet may be generated such that the second data packet includes the second header, the third data slice, the fourth data slice, randomly generated filler data, or other data. In some implementations, the second data packet may be generated such that the second data packet includes the third data slice, the fourth data slice, or other data slices at positions within the second data packet that are specified by the second header for the third data slice, the fourth data slice, or other data slices. Operation 918 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0178] In certain implementations, with respect to operations 908, 910, and 918, the first data packet may be generated such that the first data packet includes the first header at a first position within the first data packet. The first header may be generated such that the first header specifies a second position within the second data packet for the second header to be located. The second data packet may be generated such that the second data packet includes the second header at the second position that is specified by the first header.

[0179] At an operation 920, the first data packet and the second data packet may be transmitted. The first data packet and the second data packet may, for example, be transmitted from a first computer system (at which the first data packet and the second data packet are generated) to a second computer system. Operation 920 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0180] FIG. 10 illustrates a method of processing a data packet having data slices associated with different information that are encrypted using different cryptographic schemes, according to an aspect of the invention. The operations of method 1000 presented below are intended to be illustrative. In some implementations, method 1000 may be accomplished with one or more additional operations not described, and/or without one or more of the operations discussed.
Additionally, the order in which the operations of method 1000 are illustrated in FIG. 10 and described below is not intended to be limiting.

[0181] In some implementations, method 1000 may be implemented in one or more processing devices (e.g., a digital processor, an analog processor, a digital circuit designed to process information, an analog circuit designed to process information, a state machine, and/or other mechanisms for electronically processing information). The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices executing some or all of the operations of method 1000 in response to instructions stored electronically on an electronic storage medium. The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices configured through hardware, firmware, and/or software to be specifically designed for execution of one or more of the operations of method 1000.

[0182] At an operation 1002, a first data packet may be received. The first data packet may include a first header, a first data slice, a second data slice, or other data. The first data slice may represent at least a first portion of first information. The second data slice may represent at least a first portion of second information. The first information may be associated with a first sending component. The second information may be associated with a second sending component. The second sending component may be different than the first sending component. Operation 1002 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information receiving subsystem 404, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0183] At an operation 1004, a second data packet may be received. The second data packet may include a second header, a third data slice, a fourth data slice, or other data. The third data slice may represent at least a second portion of the first information. The fourth data slice may represent at least a second portion of the second information. In some implementations, the first header may be located at a first position within the first data packet. The first header may specify a second position within the second data packet for the second header to be located. Operation 1004 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information receiving subsystem 404, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0184] At an operation 1006, a first cryptographic scheme may be identified as a cryptographic
scheme used to encrypt the first data slice. A second cryptographic scheme may be identified as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the second data slice. The identification of the first cryptographic scheme or the identification of the second cryptographic scheme may be based on the first header. Operation 1006 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information receiving subsystem 404, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0185] In certain implementations, with respect to operation 1006, the first header may be processed using a third cryptographic scheme to identify the first cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the first data slice, identify the second cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the second data slice, or identify other cryptographic schemes used to encrypt other data slices. In some implementations, a reset request may be generated at a first computer system (at which the first header is processed) based on a failure to process a data packet received prior to the first data packet being received. The reset request may be transmitted to a second computer system from which the first data packet is subsequently received. A handshake request may be received at the first computer system from the second computer system based on the transmission of the reset request. The handshake request may be generated based on the third cryptographic scheme. A response confirming use of the third cryptographic scheme for generating headers may be generated. The response may be transmitted to the second computer system. The first header may, for example, be generated using the third cryptographic scheme based on the response. Such operations may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information receiving subsystem 404, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0186] At an operation 1008, the first data slice may be processed based on the first cryptographic scheme to obtain the first portion of the first information. Operation 1008 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information receiving subsystem 404, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0187] At an operation 1010, the second data slice may be processed based on the second cryptographic scheme to obtain the first portion of the second information. Operation 1010 may
be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information receiving subsystem 404, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0188] At an operation 1012, the first cryptographic scheme may be identified as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the third data slice. The second cryptographic scheme may be identified as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the fourth data slice. The identification of the first cryptographic scheme or the identification of the second cryptographic scheme may be based on the second header. Operation 1012 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information receiving subsystem 404, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0189] In various implementations, with respect to operation 1012, the second header may be processed using a third cryptographic scheme to identify the first cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypted the third data slice, identify the second cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the fourth data slice, or identify other cryptographic schemes used to encrypt other data slices. Such operations may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information receiving subsystem 404, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0190] At an operation 1014, the third data slice may be processed based on the first cryptographic scheme to obtain the second portion of the first information. Operation 1014 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information receiving subsystem 404, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0191] At an operation 1016, the fourth data slice may be processed based on the second cryptographic scheme to obtain the second portion of the second information. Operation 1016 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information receiving subsystem 404, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0192] At an operation 1018, the first portion of the first information and the second portion of the first information may be combined to form the first information for a first receiving component. Operation 1018 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to information receiving subsystem 404, in accordance with one or more implementations.
implementations.

[0193] At an operation 1020, the first portion of the second information and the second portion of the second information may be combined to form the second information for a second receiving component. Operation 1020 may be performed by a communication subsystem that is the same as or similar to component authoring subsystem 302, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0194] FIG. 11 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for facilitating security and integrity of components and information by limiting sub-components of components, replacing components with corresponding known-good software components, and securing and obscuring information transmitted to or from the components over a network, according to an aspect of the invention.

[0195] The operations of method 1100 presented below are intended to be illustrative. In some implementations, method 1100 may be accomplished with one or more additional operations not described, and/or without one or more of the operations discussed. Additionally, the order in which the operations of method 1100 are illustrated in FIG. 11 and described below is not intended to be limiting.

[0196] In some implementations, method 1100 may be implemented in one or more processing devices (e.g., a digital processor, an analog processor, a digital circuit designed to process information, an analog circuit designed to process information, a state machine, and/or other mechanisms for electronically processing information). The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices executing some or all of the operations of method 1100 in response to instructions stored electronically on an electronic storage medium. The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices configured through hardware, firmware, and/or software to be specifically designed for execution of one or more of the operations of method 1100.

[0197] At an operation 1102, a software component may be generated in a component creation environment. Operation 1102 may be performed by a component authoring subsystem that is the same as or similar to component authoring subsystem 302, in accordance with one or more
implementations.

[0198] At an operation 1104, sub-components of the software component that are exploitable or potentially exploitable to compromise the software component may be disabled. Operation 1104 may comprise one or more of operations 802, 804, 806, 808, 810, or 812 of method 800 shown by FIG. 8, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0199] At an operation 1106, the software component may be stored in a component repository that is separate from a runtime environment. The runtime environment may, for example, be a production environment in which corresponding software components execute. Operation 1106 may comprise one or more of operations 814 and 816 of method 800 shown by FIG. 8, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0200] At an operation 1108, a corresponding software component executing in the runtime environment may be replaced with the stored software component based on a first event. In some implementations, the first event may include a passage of one or more replacement time intervals, a number of uses of the corresponding software component reaching or exceeding a use threshold, an availability of an updated version of the correspond software component, and/or other event. Operation 1108 may comprise one or more of operations 702, 704, 706, 708, 710, 712, 714, or 716 of method 700 shown by FIG. 7, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0201] At an operation 1110, data packets may be generated by the software component. Each of the generated data packets may include data slices representing portions of different information that are associated with different components. In some implementations, the software component may include an instance of a software component comprising an information transmitting subsystem and/or an information receiving subsystem that are the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402 and/or information receiving subsystem 404. Operation 1110 may comprise one or more of operations 902, 904, 906, 908, 910, 912, 914, 916, or 918 of method 900 shown by FIG. 9, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0202] At an operation 1112, data packets that are received may be processed by the software component. Each of the received data packets may include data slices representing portions of
different information that are associated with different components. In some implementations, the software component may include an instance of a software component comprising an information transmitting subsystem and/or an information receiving subsystem that are the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402 and/or information receiving subsystem 404. Operation 1112 may comprise one or more of operations 1002, 1004, 1006, 1008, 1010, 1012, 1014, 1016, or 1018 of method 1000 shown by FIG. 10, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0203]FIG. 12 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for facilitating security and integrity of components and information by limiting sub-components of components and replacing components with corresponding known-good software components, according to an aspect of the invention.

[0204]The operations of method 1200 presented below are intended to be illustrative. In some implementations, method 1200 may be accomplished with one or more additional operations not described, and/or without one or more of the operations discussed. Additionally, the order in which the operations of method 1200 are illustrated in FIG. 12 and described below is not intended to be limiting.

[0205]In some implementations, method 1200 may be implemented in one or more processing devices (e.g., a digital processor, an analog processor, a digital circuit designed to process information, an analog circuit designed to process information, a state machine, and/or other mechanisms for electronically processing information). The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices executing some or all of the operations of method 1200 in response to instructions stored electronically on an electronic storage medium. The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices configured through hardware, firmware, and/or software to be specifically designed for execution of one or more of the operations of method 1200.

[0206]At an operation 1202, a software component may be generated in a component creation environment. Operation 1202 may be performed by a component authoring subsystem that is the same as or similar to component authoring subsystem 302, in accordance with one or more
implementations.

[0207] At an operation 1204, sub-components of the software component that are exploitable or potentially exploitable to compromise the software component may be disabled. Operation 1204 may comprise one or more of operations 802, 804, 806, 808, 810, or 812 of method 800 shown by FIG. 8, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0208] At an operation 1206, the software component may be stored in a component repository that is separate from a runtime environment. The runtime environment may, for example, be a production environment in which corresponding software components execute. Operation 1206 may comprise one or more of operations 814 and 816 of method 800 shown by FIG. 8, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0209] At an operation 1206, a corresponding software component executing in the runtime environment may be replaced with the stored software component based on a first event. In some implementations, the first event may include a passage of one or more replacement time intervals, a number of uses of the corresponding software component reaching or exceeding a use threshold, an availability of an updated version of the correspond software component, and/or other event. Operation 1208 may comprise one or more of operations 702, 704, 706, 708, 710, 712, 714, or 716 of method 700 shown by FIG. 7, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0210] FIG. 13 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for facilitating security and integrity of components and information by replacing components with corresponding known-good software components and securing and obscuring information transmitted to or from the components over a network, according to an aspect of the invention.

[0211] The operations of method 1300 presented below are intended to be illustrative. In some implementations, method 1300 may be accomplished with one or more additional operations not described, and/or without one or more of the operations discussed. Additionally, the order in which the operations of method 1300 are illustrated in FIG. 13 and described below is not intended to be limiting.

[0212] In some implementations, method 1300 may be implemented in one or more processing
devices (e.g., a digital processor, an analog processor, a digital circuit designed to process information, an analog circuit designed to process information, a state machine, and/or other mechanisms for electronically processing information). The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices executing some or all of the operations of method 1300 in response to instructions stored electronically on an electronic storage medium. The one or more processing devices may include one or more devices configured through hardware, firmware, and/or software to be specifically designed for execution of one or more of the operations of method 1300.

At an operation 1302, a corresponding software component executing in a runtime environment may be replaced with a software component that is stored in a content repository that is separate from the runtime environment. The replacement of the corresponding software component may be based on a first event. In some implementations, the first event may include a passage of one or more replacement time intervals, a number of uses of the corresponding software component reaching or exceeding a use threshold, an availability of an updated version of the corresponding software component, and/or other event. Operation 1302 may comprise one or more of operations 702, 704, 706, 708, 710, 712, 714, or 716 of method 700 shown by FIG. 7, in accordance with one or more implementations.

At an operation 1304, data packets may be generated by the software component. Each of the generated data packets may include data slices representing portions of different information that are associated with different components. In some implementations, the software component may include an instance of a software component comprising an information transmitting subsystem and/or an information receiving subsystem that are the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402 and/or information receiving subsystem 404. Operation 1304 may comprise one or more of operations 902, 904, 906, 908, 910, 912, 914, 916, or 918 of method 900 shown by FIG. 9, in accordance with one or more implementations.

At an operation 1306, data packets that are received may be processed by the software component. Each of the received data packets may include data slices representing portions of different information that are associated with different components. In some implementations,
the software component may include an instance of a software component comprising an
information transmitting subsystem and/or an information receiving subsystem that are the same
as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402 and/or information receiving subsystem
404. Operation 1306 may comprise one or more of operations 1002, 1004, 1006, 1008, 1010,
1012, 1014, 1016, or 1018 of method 1000 shown by FIG. 10, in accordance with one or more
implementations.

[0216] FIG. 14 is an exemplary illustration of a flowchart of a method for facilitating security
and integrity of components and information by limiting sub-components of components and
securing and obscuring information transmitted to or from the components over a network,
according to an aspect of the invention.

[0217] The operations of method 1400 presented below are intended to be illustrative. In some
implementations, method 1400 may be accomplished with one or more additional operations not
described, and/or without one or more of the operations discussed. Additionally, the order in
which the operations of method 1400 are illustrated in FIG. 14 and described below is not
intended to be limiting.

[0218] In some implementations, method 1400 may be implemented in one or more processing
devices (e.g., a digital processor, an analog processor, a digital circuit designed to process
information, an analog circuit designed to process information, a state machine, and/or other
mechanisms for electronically processing information). The one or more processing devices
may include one or more devices executing some or all of the operations of method 1400 in
response to instructions stored electronically on an electronic storage medium. The one or more
processing devices may include one or more devices configured through hardware, firmware,
and/or software to be specifically designed for execution of one or more of the operations of
method 1400.

[0219] At an operation 1402, a software component may be generated in a component creation
environment. Operation 1402 may be performed by a component authoring subsystem that is the
same as or similar to component authoring subsystem 302, in accordance with one or more
implementations.
[0220] At an operation 1404, sub-components of the software component that are exploitable or potentially exploitable to compromise the software component may be disabled. Operation 1404 may comprise one or more of operations 802, 804, 806, 808, 810, or 812 of method 800 shown by FIG. 8, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0221] At an operation 1406, the software component may be stored in a component repository that is separate from a runtime environment. Operation 1406 may comprise one or more of operations 814 and 816 of method 800 shown by FIG. 8, in accordance with one or more implementations .

[0222] At an operation 1408, the software component may be instantiated in the runtime environment. For example, the software component may be obtained from the component repository and then instantiated in the runtime environment. Subsequently, the software component may be executed by a runtime execution subsystem in the runtime environment. Operation 1408 may be performed by a component manager subsystem that is the same or similar to component manager subsystem 112, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0223] At an operation 1410, data packets may be generated by the software component. Each of the generated data packets may include data slices representing portions of different information that are associated with different components. In some implementations, the software component may include an instance of a software component comprising an information transmitting subsystem and/or an information receiving subsystem that are the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402 and/or information receiving subsystem 404. Operation 1410 may comprise one or more of operations 902, 904, 906, 908, 910, 912, 914, 916, or 918 of method 900 shown by FIG. 9, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0224] At an operation 1412, data packets that are received may be processed by the software component. Each of the received data packets may include data slices representing portions of different information that are associated with different components. In some implementations, the software component may include an instance of a software component comprising an information transmitting subsystem and/or an information receiving subsystem that are the same as or similar to information transmitting subsystem 402 and/or information receiving subsystem
404. Operation 1412 may comprise one or more of operations 1002, 1004, 1006, 1008, 1010, 1012, 1014, 1016, or 1018 of method 1000 shown by FIG. 10, in accordance with one or more implementations.

[0225] In some implementations, the various computers and subsystems illustrated in the Figures may comprise one or more computing devices that are programmed to perform the functions described herein. The computing devices may include one or more electronic storages, one or more physical processors programmed with one or more computer program instructions, and/or other components. The computing devices may include communication lines, or ports to enable the exchange of information with a network or other computing platforms. The computing devices may include a plurality of hardware, software, and/or firmware components operating together to provide the functionality attributed herein to the servers. For example, the computing devices may be implemented by a cloud of computing platforms operating together as the computing devices. Each of the computers and subsystems may individually provide a given protective measure or may be combined with other computers and subsystems to together provide a combination of protective measures described herein.

[0226] The electronic storages may comprise non-transitory storage media that electronically stores information. The electronic storage media of the electronic storages may include one or both of system storage that is provided integrally (i.e., substantially non-removable) with the servers or removable storage that is removable connectable to the servers via, for example, a port (e.g., a USB port, a firewire port, etc.) or a drive (e.g., a disk drive, etc.). The electronic storages may include one or more of optically readable storage media (e.g., optical disks, etc.), magnetically readable storage media (e.g., magnetic tape, magnetic hard drive, floppy drive, etc.), electrical charge-based storage media (e.g., EEPROM, RAM, etc.), solid-state storage media (e.g., flash drive, etc.), and/or other electronically readable storage media. The electronic storages may include one or more virtual storage resources (e.g., cloud storage, a virtual private network, and/or other virtual storage resources). The electronic storage may store software algorithms, information determined by the processors, information received from the servers, information received from client computing platforms, or other information that enables the
servers to function as described herein.

[0227] The processors may be programmed to provide information processing capabilities in the servers. As such, the processors may include one or more of a digital processor, an analog processor, a digital circuit designed to process information, an analog circuit designed to process information, a state machine, and/or other mechanisms for electronically processing information. In some implementations, the processors may include a plurality of processing units. These processing units may be physically located within the same device, or the processors may represent processing functionality of a plurality of devices operating in coordination. The processors may be programmed to execute computer program instructions to perform functions described herein of subsystems 112, 116, 118, 302, 304, 306, 402, 404, or other subsystems. The processors may be programmed to execute modules by software; hardware; firmware; some combination of software, hardware, or firmware; and/or other mechanisms for configuring processing capabilities on the processors.

[0228] It should be appreciated that the description of the functionality provided by the different subsystems 112, 116, 118, 302, 304, 306, 402, or 404 described herein is for illustrative purposes, and is not intended to be limiting, as any of subsystems 112, 116, 118, 302, 304, 306, 402, or 404 may provide more or less functionality than is described. For example, one or more of subsystems 112, 116, 118, 302, 304, 306, 402, or 404 may be eliminated, and some or all of its functionality may be provided by other ones of subsystems 112, 116, 118, 302, 304, 306, 402, or 404. As another example, additional subsystems may be programmed to perform some or all of the functionality attributed herein to one of subsystems 112, 116, 118, 302, 304, 306, 402, or 404.

[0229] Although the present invention has been described in detail for the purpose of illustration based on what is currently considered to be the most practical and preferred implementations, it is to be understood that such detail is solely for that purpose and that the invention is not limited to the disclosed implementations, but, on the contrary, is intended to cover modifications and equivalent arrangements that are within the spirit and scope of the appended claims. For example, it is to be understood that the present invention contemplates that, to the extent
possible, one or more features of any implementation can be combined with one or more features of any other implementation.
CLAIMS

1. A computer-implemented method of limiting exploitable or potentially exploitable sub-components in software components that are created in a component creation environment before placing the software components in a component repository that is separate from the component creation environment, the method being implemented by a computer system that includes one or more processors programmed with one or more computer program instructions, the method comprising:

   identifying, by the computer system, at least a first software component in the component creation environment, the first software component including a first sub-component that provides a function that is exploitable or potentially exploitable to compromise the first software component;

   identifying, by the computer system, the first sub-component;

   disabling, by the computer system, the first sub-component such that the function provided by the first sub-component will not be available via the first software component when the first software component is executed; and

   placing, by the computer system, the first software component in the component repository after the first sub-component is disabled such that the first software component is placed in the component repository without availability of the function provided by the first sub-component.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein disabling the first sub-component comprises removing the first sub-component from the first software component.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein disabling the first sub-component comprises turning off the function provided by the first sub-component without removing the first sub-component from the first software component.
4. The method of claim 1, wherein disabling the first sub-component comprises associating the first software component with disabling instructions such that the first sub-component will be removed from the first software component based on the disabling instructions.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein disabling the first sub-component comprises associating the first software component with disabling instructions such that the function provided by the first sub-component will be turned off based on the disabling instructions.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the first software component further includes a second sub-component that is exploitable or potentially exploitable, wherein the first sub-component is disabled based on a determination that the first sub-component is not necessary for functioning of the first software component, and wherein the second sub-component is not disabled based on a determination that the second sub-component is necessary for the functioning of the first software component.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the first software component further includes a second sub-component that is exploitable or potentially exploitable, the method further comprising:

   identifying, by the computer system, a code set associated with the second sub-component that causes the second sub-component to be exploitable or potentially exploitable; and

   removing, by the computer system, the code set from the second sub-component such that the second sub-component no longer includes the code set, wherein the first software component includes the second sub-component without the code set when the first software component is placed in the second environment.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the function provided by the first sub-component includes a maintenance function or an administrative function used to maintain the first software
component, and wherein the first sub-component is identified based on the maintenance function or the administrative function provided by the first sub-component.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   generating, by a component authoring subsystem, the first software component in the component creation environment; and
   associating, by the component authoring subsystem, first profile information with the first software component, wherein the first profile information is used to determine whether a given sub-component of a given software component should be disabled, and
   wherein identifying the first sub-component comprises identifying, by a component sealing subsystem, the first sub-component based on the first profile information.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
    generating, by a component authoring subsystem, the first software component in the component creation environment such that the first software component includes the first sub-component and a second sub-component; and
    associating, by the component authoring subsystem, first profile information with the first software component, wherein the first profile information is used to determine whether a given sub-component of a given software component should be disabled, and wherein the second sub-component is not disabled based on the first profile information.

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
    generating, by a component exporting subsystem, integrity information for the first software component after the first sub-component is disabled and before the first software component is placed in the component repository, wherein the integrity information is used to determine whether the first software component has been modified after the integrity information is generated for the first software component.
12. A system for limiting exploitable or potentially exploitable sub-components in software components that are created in a component creation environment before placing the software components in a component repository that is separate from the component creation environment, the system comprising:

one or more processors programmed with one or more computer program instructions such that the one or more processors are programmed to:

identify at least a first software component in the component creation environment, the first software component including a first sub-component that provides a function that is exploitable or potentially exploitable to compromise the first software component;

identify the first sub-component;

disable the first sub-component such that the function provided by the first sub-component will not available via the first software component when the first software component is executed; and

place the first software component in the component repository after the first sub-component is disabled such that the first software component is placed in the component repository without availability of the function provided by the first sub-component.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein disabling the first sub-component comprises removing the first sub-component from the first software component.

14. The system of claim 12, wherein disabling the first sub-component comprises turning off the function provided by the first sub-component without removing the first sub-component from the first software component.

15. The system of claim 12, wherein disabling the first sub-component comprises associating the first software component with disabling instructions such that the first sub-component will be removed from the first software component based on the disabling instructions.
16. The system of claim 12, wherein disabling the first sub-component comprises associating the first software component with disabling instructions such that the function provided by the first sub-component will be turned off based on the disabling instructions.

17. The system of claim 12, wherein the first software component further includes a second sub-component that is exploitable or potentially exploitable, wherein the first sub-component is disabled based on a determination that the first sub-component is not necessary for functioning of the first software component, and wherein the second sub-component is not disabled based on a determination that the second sub-component is necessary for the functioning of the first software component.

18. The system of claim 12, wherein the first software component further includes a second sub-component that is exploitable or potentially exploitable, and wherein the one or more processors are programmed to:

   identify a code set associated with the second sub-component that causes the second sub-component to be exploitable or potentially exploitable; and

   remove the code set from the second sub-component such that the second sub-component no longer includes the code set, wherein the first software component includes the second sub-component without the code set when the first software component is placed in the second environment.

19. The system of claim 12, wherein the function provided by the first sub-component includes a maintenance function or an administrative function used to maintain the first software component, and wherein the first sub-component is identified based on the maintenance function or the administrative function provided by the first sub-component.

20. The system of claim 12, wherein the one or more processors are programmed to:
generate the first software component in the component creation environment; and
associate first profile information with the first software component, wherein the first
profile information is used to determine whether a given sub-component of a given software
component should be disabled, and
wherein identifying the first sub-component comprises identifying the first sub-
component based on the first profile information.

21. The system of claim 12, wherein the one or more processors are programmed to:

generate the first software component in the component creation environment such that
the first software component includes the first sub-component and a second sub-component; and

associate first profile information with the first software component, wherein the first
profile information is used to determine whether a given sub-component of a given software
component should be disabled, and wherein the second sub-component is not disabled based on
the first profile information.

22. The system of claim 12, wherein the one or more processors are programmed to:

generate integrity information for the first software component after the first sub-component is
disabled and before the first software component is placed in the component repository, wherein
the integrity information is used to determine whether the first software component has been
modified after the integrity information is generated for the first software component.
23. A computer-implemented method of replacing software components executing in a runtime environment with corresponding known-good software components without regard to whether the software components executing in the runtime environment have been compromised or potentially compromised, the method being implemented by a computer system that includes one or more processors programmed with one or more computer program instructions, the method comprising:

   determining, by the computer system, at least a first event indicating that at least a first software component executing in the runtime environment should be replaced, the first event being determined without respect to whether the first software component has been compromised or potentially compromised;

   obtaining, by the computer system, at least a second software component from a component repository that is separate from the runtime environment, wherein the second software component corresponds to the first software component; and

   replacing, by the computer system, the first software component with the second software component based on the first event such that the second software component is available for use in the runtime environment after the first event and the first software component is no longer available for use in the runtime environment after the first event.

24. The method of claim 23, further comprising:

   instantiating, by the computer system, the second software component in the runtime environment, wherein the second software component is instantiated in an inactive path such that the second software component is not available for use in the runtime environment, and wherein replacing the first software component with the second software component comprises:

   placing, by the computer system, the second software component in an active path such that the second software component is available for use in the runtime environment; and

   moving, by the computer system, the first software component out of the active path.
25. The method of claim 24, wherein the first software component is moved out of the active path when the second software component is placed in the active path.

26. The method of claim 24, wherein the first software component and the second software component each include a virtual machine, and wherein placing the second software component in the active path comprises updating a network configuration associated with the second software component such that the second software component is available for use at the runtime environment.

27. The method of claim 24, wherein the first software component and the second software component each include an operating system process, and wherein placing the second software component in the active path comprises moving the second software component into the active path via inter-process communication configuration.

28. The method of claim 24, wherein the first software component and the second software component each include executable code, wherein placing the second software component in the active path comprises updating a memory address pointer or a lookup table associated with the second software component.

29. The method of claim 23, further comprising:
   obtaining, by the computer system, integrity information associated with the second software component; and
   validating, by the computer system, the second software component based on the integrity information, wherein the replacement of the first software component is based on the validation of the second software component.

30. The method of claim 23, further comprising:
analyzing, by a component analysis subsystem, the first software component after the first software component has been replaced; and
determining, by a component analysis subsystem, whether and/or how the first software component has been compromised based on the analyzing.

31. The method of claim 23, wherein the first event may include a passage of one or more replacement time intervals such that the first software component is replaced after passage of the one or more replacement time intervals, and wherein a second event indicating that the second software component should be replaced may include a second passage of the one or more replacement time intervals such that the second software component is replaced after the second passage of the one or more replacement time intervals.

32. The method of claim 23, wherein the first event is based on a determination that a number of uses of the first software component has reached or exceeded a use threshold.

33. The method of claim 23, wherein the first event is based on a determination that an updated version of the first software component is available, and wherein the second software component comprises the updated version.

34. The method of claim 23, further comprising:
adding, by a component creation subsystem, the second software component to the component repository, wherein the component creation subsystem is not accessible from the runtime environment such that the component creation subsystem cannot be compromised from the runtime environment.

35. The method of claim 34, wherein the component creation subsystem does not have read access to the component repository.
36. The method of claim 23, wherein obtaining the second software component from the component repository comprises obtaining, by a component manager subsystem, the second software component from the component repository, and wherein the component manager subsystem does not have write access to the component repository.

37. The method of claim 23, further comprising:
   adding, by a component creation subsystem, the second software component to the component repository, wherein the component creation subsystem is not accessible from the runtime environment such that the component creation subsystem cannot be compromised from the runtime environment, and
   wherein obtaining the second software component from the component repository comprises obtaining, by a component manager subsystem, the second software component from the component repository, wherein the component manager subsystem does not have write access to the component repository.
38. A system for replacing software components executing in a runtime environment with corresponding known-good software components without regard to whether the software components executing in the runtime environment have been compromised or potentially compromised, the system comprising:

one or more processors programmed with one or more computer program instructions such that the one or more processors are programmed to:

- determine at least a first event indicating that at least a first software component executing in the runtime environment should be replaced, the first event being determined without respect to whether the first software component has been compromised or potentially compromised;
- obtain at least a second software component from a component repository that is separate from the runtime environment, wherein the second software component corresponds to the first software component; and
- replace the first software component with the second software component based on the first event such that the second software component is available for use in the runtime environment after the first event and the first software component is no longer available for use in the runtime environment after the first event.

39. The system of claim 38, wherein the one or more processors are programmed to:

- instantiate the second software component in the runtime environment, wherein the second software component is instantiated in an inactive path such that the second software component is not available for use in the runtime environment, and
- wherein replacing the first software component with the second software component comprises:
  - placing the second software component in an active path such that the second software component is available for use in the runtime environment; and
  - moving the first software component out of the active path.
40. The system of claim 39, wherein the first software component is moved out of the active path when the second software component is placed in the active path.

41. The system of claim 39, wherein the first software component and the second software component each include a virtual machine, wherein placing the second software component in the active path comprises updating a network configuration associated with the second software component such that the second software component is available for use at the runtime environment.

42. The system of claim 39, wherein the first software component and the second software component each include an operating system process, wherein placing the second software component in the active path comprises moving the second software component into the active path via inter-process communication configuration.

43. The system of claim 39, wherein the first software component and the second software component each include executable code, wherein placing the second software component in the active path comprises updating a memory address pointer or a lookup table associated with the second software component.

44. The system of claim 38, wherein the one or more processors are programmed to: obtain integrity information associated with the second software component; and validate the second software component based on the integrity information, wherein the replacement of the first software component is based on the validation of the second software component.

45. The system of claim 38, wherein the one or more processors are programmed to: analyze the first software component after the first software component has been replaced; and
determine whether and/or how the first software component has been compromised based on the analyzing.

46. The system of claim 38, wherein the first event may include a passage of one or more replacement time intervals such that the first software component is replaced after passage of the one or more replacement time intervals, and wherein a second event indicating that the second software component should be replaced may include a second passage of the one or more replacement time intervals such that the second software component is replaced after the second passage of the one or more replacement time intervals.

47. The system of claim 38, wherein the first event is based on a determination that a number of uses of the first software component has reached or exceeded a use threshold.

48. The system of claim 38, wherein the first event is based on a determination that an updated version of the first software component is available, and wherein the second software component comprises the updated version.

49. The system of claim 38, wherein the one or more processors are programmed to:
   add the second software component to the component repository via a component creation subsystem, wherein the component creation subsystem is not accessible from the runtime environment such that the component creation subsystem cannot be compromised from the runtime environment.

50. The system of claim 49, wherein the component creation subsystem does not have read access to the component repository.

51. The system of claim 38, wherein obtaining the second software component from the component repository comprises obtaining the second software component from the component
repository via a component manager subsystem, and wherein the component manager subsystem does not have write access to the component repository.

52. The system of claim 38, wherein the one or more processors are programmed to:
add the second software component to the component repository via a component creation subsystem, wherein the component creation subsystem is not accessible from the runtime environment such that the component creation subsystem cannot be compromised from the runtime environment, and
wherein obtaining the second software component from the component repository comprises obtaining the second software component from the component repository via a component manager subsystem, wherein the component manager subsystem does not have write access to the component repository.

53. A computer-implemented method of combining different information to be transmitted into different slices of a data packet and encrypting the slices using different cryptographic schemes for secure transmission of the information, the method being implemented by a computer system that includes one or more processors programmed with one or more computer program instructions, the method comprising:
receiving, by the computer system, first information to be transmitted that is associated with a first sending component;
receiving, by the computer system, second information to be transmitted that is associated with a second sending component different than the first sending component;
generating, by the computer system, a first data slice representing at least a portion of the first information based on a first cryptographic scheme;
generating, by the computer system, a second data slice representing at least a portion of the second information based on a second cryptographic scheme different than the first cryptographic scheme;
generating, by the computer system, a first header specifying the first cryptographic scheme for the first data slice and the second cryptographic scheme for the second data slice;
generating, by the computer system, a first data packet including the first header, the first data slice, and the second data slice; and
transmitting, by the computer system, the first data packet.

54. The method of claim 53, wherein generating the first header comprises generating the first header based on a third cryptographic scheme.

55. The method of claim 54, further comprising:
   generating, by the computer system, a first handshake request based on the third cryptographic scheme;
   transmitting, by the computer system, the first handshake request to a second computer system;
   receiving, by the computer system, a first response from the second computer system, wherein the first header is encrypted using the third cryptographic scheme based on the first response confirming use of the third cryptographic scheme for encrypting headers.

56. The method of claim 55, further comprising:
   receiving, by the computer system, a reset request based on a failure of the second computer system to process a data packet transmitted to the second computer system prior to the first data packet being transmitted,
   wherein the first handshake request is generated based on the reset request, and wherein the first response specifies a first position within the first data packet for the first header.

57. The method of claim 54, further comprising:
   generating, by the computer system, a first handshake request based on a fourth cryptographic scheme different than the third cryptographic scheme;
transmitting, by the computer system, the first handshake request to a second computer system;

receiving, by the computer system, a first response from the second computer system, wherein the first response specifies a header index;

generating, by the computer system, a second handshake request using the third cryptographic scheme based on the header index corresponding to the third cryptographic scheme;

transmitting, by the computer system, the second handshake request to the second computer system; and

receiving, by the computer system, a second response from the second computer system, wherein the first header is encrypted using the third cryptographic scheme based on the second response confirming use of the third cryptographic scheme for encrypting headers.

58. The method of claim 53, wherein the first header specifies a position of the first data slice within the first data packet and a position of the second data slice within the first data packet.

59. The method of claim 53, the method further comprising:

generating, by the computer system, a third data slice representing at least a second portion of the first information based the first cryptographic scheme;

generating, by the computer system, a fourth data slice representing at least a second portion of the second information based on the second cryptographic scheme;

generating, by the computer system, a second header specifying the first cryptographic scheme for the third data slice and the second cryptographic scheme for the fourth data slice;

generating, by the computer system, a second data packet including the second header, the third data slice, and the fourth data slice, wherein the first header is located at a first position within the first data packet, wherein the second header is located at a second position within the second data packet that is specified by the first header, and wherein the second header specifies a
position of the third data slice within the second data packet and a position of the fourth data slice within the second data packet; and

transmitting, by the computer system, the second data packet.

60. The method of claim 59, wherein the first information and the second information are received during a first session, and wherein the second header specifies a third position for a third header, the method further comprising:

receiving, by the computer system, third information to be transmitted that is associated with the first sending component during a second session different than the first session;

generating, by the computer system, a fifth data slice representing at least a portion of the third information based the first cryptographic scheme;

generating, by the computer system, the third header specifying the first cryptographic scheme for the fifth data slice;

generating, by the computer system, a third data packet including the first header at the third position, and the fifth data slice; and

transmitting, by the computer system, the third data packet.

61. The method of claim 53, further comprising:

generating a third data slice comprising randomly generated filler data that has a size different than a size of the first data slice or the second data slice, wherein the first data packet includes the third data slice.

62. The method of claim 53, wherein a first policy and a second policy are stored at the computer system or in association with the computer system, and wherein the first header specifies the first cryptographic scheme for the first data slice and the second cryptographic scheme for the second data slice by specifying the first policy.
receiving, by the computer system, a second data packet from a second computer system, wherein the second data packet includes a second header and a third data slice, wherein the third data slice represents a portion of third information;

identifying, by the computer system based on the second header specifying the second policy, the first cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the third data slice; and

processing, by the computer system, the third data slice based on the first cryptographic scheme to obtain the portion of the third information.

63. The method of claim 62, wherein the first policy specifies an association of a first cryptographic scheme index with the first cryptographic scheme and an association of a second cryptographic scheme index with the second cryptographic scheme, wherein the second policy specifies an association of a third cryptographic scheme index with the first cryptographic scheme, wherein the first header specifies the first cryptographic scheme for the first data slice and the second cryptographic scheme for the second data slice by specifying the first policy, the first cryptographic scheme index for the first data slice, and the second cryptographic scheme index for the second data slice, and wherein the first cryptographic scheme is identified as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the third data slice based on the second header specifying the second policy and the third cryptographic scheme index for the third data slice.
64. A computer-implemented method of processing a data packet having data slices associated with different information that are encrypted using different cryptographic schemes, the method being implemented by a computer system that includes one or more processors programmed with one or more computer program instructions, the method comprising:

receiving, by the computer system, a first data packet including a first header, a first data slice representing at least a portion of first information that is associated with a first sending component, and a second data slice representing at least a portion of second information that is associated with a second sending component different than the first sending component;

identifying, by the computer system based on the first header, a first cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the first data slice and a second cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the second data slice;

processing, by the computer system, the first data slice based on the first cryptographic scheme to obtain the portion of the first information; and

processing, by the computer system, the second data slice based on the second cryptographic scheme to obtain the portion of the second information, wherein the second cryptographic scheme is different than the first cryptographic scheme.

65. The method of claim 64, further comprising:

receiving, by the computer system, a second data packet including a second header, a third data slice representing at least a second portion of the first information, and a fourth data slice representing at least a second portion of the second information;

identifying, by the computer system based on the second header, the first cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the third data slice and the second cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the fourth data slice;

processing, by the computer system, the third data slice based on the first cryptographic scheme to obtain the second portion of the first information;

processing, by the computer system, the fourth data slice based on the second cryptographic scheme to obtain the second portion of the second information;
combining, by the computer system, the portion of the first information and the second portion of the first information to form the first information for a first receiving component; and combining, by the computer system, the portion of the second information and the second portion of the second information to form the second information for a second receiving component.

66. The method of claim 65, wherein the first header is located at a first position within the first data packet, and wherein the first header specifies a second position within the second data packet for the second header.

67. The method of claim 64, further comprising:
   processing, by the computer system, the first header using a third cryptographic scheme to identify the first cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the first data slice and identify the second cryptographic scheme as a cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the second data slice.

68. The method of claim 67, wherein the first data packet is received from a second computer system, the method further comprising:
   receiving, by the computer system, a first handshake request from the second computer system, wherein the first handshake request is generated based on the third cryptographic scheme;
   generating, by the computer system, a first response confirming use of the third cryptographic scheme for generating headers; and
   transmitting, by the computer system, the first response to the second computer system, wherein the first header is generated using the third cryptographic scheme based on the first response.

69. The method of claim 68, further comprising:
generating, by the computer system, a reset request based on a failure to process a data packet received prior to the first data packet being received; and

transmitting, by the computer system, the reset request to the second computer system, wherein the first handshake request is received from the second computer system based on the transmission of the reset request, and wherein the first response specifies a first position within the first data packet for the first header.

70. The method of claim 64, wherein the first data packet includes randomly generated filler data.
71. A computer-implemented method of securing information using data packets having headers that start at different positions within a data packet with respect to other data packets, the method being implemented by a computer system that includes one or more processors programmed with one or more computer program instructions, the method comprising:

receiving, by the computer system, first information to be transmitted;

generating, by the computer system, a first data slice representing at least a first portion of the first information;

generating, by the computer system, a second data slice representing at least a second portion of the first information;

generating, by the computer system, a first data packet including a first header and the first data slice, wherein the first header is located at a first position within the first data packet;

generating, by the computer system, a second data packet including a second header and the second data slice, wherein the second header is located at a second position within the second data packet, and wherein the first header specifies the second position for the second header; and

transmitting, by the computer system, the first data packet and second data packet.

72. The method of claim 71, further comprising:

generating, by the computer system, the first header based on a first cryptographic scheme;

generating, by the computer system, the second header based on the first cryptographic scheme,

wherein generating the first data slice comprises generating the first data slice based on a second cryptographic scheme different than the first cryptographic scheme, and wherein generating the second data slice comprises generating the second data slice based on the second cryptographic scheme.

73. The method of claim 72, further comprising:
receiving, by the computer system, a reset request based on a failure of a second computer system to process a data packet transmitted to the second computer system prior to the first data packet being transmitted;

generating, by the computer system, a first handshake request using on the first cryptographic scheme based on the reset request;

transmitting, by the computer system, the first handshake request to the second computer system; and

receiving, by the computer system, a first response from the second computer system, wherein the first header is encrypted using the first cryptographic scheme based on the first response confirming use of the first cryptographic scheme for encrypting headers.

74. The method of claim 71, wherein the first information is received during a first session, and wherein the second header specifies a third position within a third data packet for a third header, the method further comprising:

receiving, by the computer system, second information during a second session different than the first session;

generating, by the computer system, a third data slice representing at least a portion of the second information;

generating, by the computer system, the third data packet including the third header and the third data slice, wherein the third header is located at the third position; and

transmitting, by the computer system, the third data packet.

75. The method of claim 71, wherein the first data packet includes randomly generated filler data.
76. A computer-implemented method of processing data packets having headers that start at different positions within a data packet with respect to other data packets, the method being implemented by a computer system that includes one or more processors programmed with one or more computer program instructions, the method comprising:

- receiving, by the computer system, a first data packet and a second data packet, wherein the first data packet includes a first header and a first data slice representing a first portion of first information, and wherein the second data packet includes a second header and a second data slice representing a second portion of the first information;
- identifying, by the computer system, the first header at a first position within the first data packet;
- identifying, by the computer system, the second header at a second position within the second data packet based on the first header specifying the second position for the second header;
- identifying, by the computer system, the first data slice within the first data packet based on the first header; and
- identifying, by the computer system, the second data slice within the second data packet based on the second header.

77. The method of claim 76, further comprising:

- processing, by the computer system, the first data slice to obtain the first portion of the first information;
- processing, by the computer system, the second data slice to obtain the second portion of the first information; and
- combining, by the computer system, the first portion of the first information and the second portion of the first information to form the first information.

78. The method of claim 77, further comprising:
identifying, by the computer system, a first cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the first header; and
processing, by the computer system, the first header using the first cryptographic scheme to identify a second cryptographic scheme used to encrypt the first data slice, wherein the second cryptographic scheme is different than the first cryptographic scheme,
wherein processing the first data slice comprises processing the first data slice using the second cryptographic scheme to obtain the first portion of the first information, and
wherein processing the second data slice comprises processing the second data slice using the second cryptographic scheme to obtain the second portion of the first information.

79. The method of claim 78, further comprising:
    generating, by the computer system, a reset request based on a failure to process a data packet received prior to the first data packet being received;
    transmitting, by the computer system, the reset request to a second computer system;
    receiving, by the computer system, a first handshake request from the second computer system based on the transmission of the reset request, wherein the first handshake request is encrypted using the first cryptographic scheme;
    generating, by the computer system, a first response confirming use of the first cryptographic scheme for encrypting headers; and
    transmitting, by the computer system, the first response, wherein the first header is encrypted using the first cryptographic scheme based on the first response.

80. The method of claim 76, wherein the first data packet or the second data packet includes randomly generated filler data.
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